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Abstract

Quantum computing has the highest demand on device quality in order to achieve long

coherence times. Therefore, this thesis investigates the two materials graphene and

silicon for their particular use in quantum computing applications.

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are a very promising playground for novel states of

matter like Majorana fermions, for spin filtering or magnetic ordering. The creation

of such states depends on the edge termination of the GNRs which can be produced

by using a remote hydrogen or remote nitrogen plasma respectively. Here, we report

the successful use of a remote hydrogen plasma which creates etch pits with zigzag

terminated edges. This demonstrates the viability of a GNR fabrication process for

spin-filtering applications in graphene systems. A remote nitrogen plasma has also

been investigated, however, we were not able to find the remote nitrogen regime where

anisotropic etching occurs.

Second, silicon is already widely used as a promising candidate for spin qubit appli-

cations. The goal of the experiments conducted in this thesis was to investigate the

quality of a device fabricated in a fully CMOS compatible process. This has been done

by measuring the mobility of the electric charge carriers and by analysing the top gate

material influence on the mobility. We report a record mobility of 17.5 × 103 cm2/Vs

which, in combination with other extracted parameters, indicates a high quality inter-

face, opening new avenues for high quality quantum dot applications.
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1

1 Introduction

Finding the ideal material for any given purpose is no easy task. Each and every

application has its specific prerequisites, a diverse set of difficulties and a wide range of

its possible future use which all need to be addressed by using the right set of tools. In

physics, finding the appropriate material can result in the discovery of the key to unveil

another part of the universe, or the resources for building the machine that brings the

computational power to the next level − the quantum computer.

Building the quantum computer has already been the dream of many people and has

been theorized to work with a multitude of quantum building blocks. In recent years,

efforts to build the quantum computer have focussed on a few different options which

all share the same basic principle: having a two-level system [1]. The proposals and

sometimes experiments range from trapped ions [2–4] over superconducting qubits [5–8]

to spin qubits [9–12]. Another approach involves using more exotic states like Majorana

and Para-fermions. Their non-abelian statistics implicate a more complex system, but

are upon discovery viable candidates for qubit implementations.

However large the difference in the underlying physics might be for the above men-

tioned realisations, they all share the same underlying fact − the need for a high

quality host material. Therefore, a large number of semiconductor materials have been

investigated such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) [10, 12] and silicon-germanium (SiGe)

heterostructures [13], various types of nanowires (InAs [14], InSb [15], GeSi [16]) and

silicon [17–19]. Other non-semiconductors include two-dimensional materials like tran-

sition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC) [20] and graphene [21, 22]. In this thesis, two of

those materials have been looked into for two distinct applications: On the one hand,

graphene for spintronics and Majorana-related physics and, on the other hand, silicon

for spin qubits. Both materials have been studied extensively in the recent years and

due to improvements in the quality of the material and the fabrication process, new

and interesting physics have been found such as superconductivity in bilayer graphene
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[22] and multiple connected spin qubits in silicon [13].

In order to host Majorana fermions, the graphene device quality has to be improved,

lying a special focus on the edge quality. Only a so-called graphene nanoribbon (GNR)

with pristine crystallographic edges has the necessary band structure to host this exotic

state [23]. Therefore, in the first part of this thesis, the etching characteristics of

both a remote hydrogen as well as nitrogen plasma are investigated. It has been

proposed that both hydrogen and nitrogen radicals, which are neutral single atoms,

induce anisotropic etching in graphite and graphene [24, 25]. The resulting etch pits

therefore have a hexagonal shape with one of the two crystallographic directions of

graphene − armchair in the case of etching with nitrogen radicals and zigzag when

using hydrogen radicals. A GNR with zigzag edge termination is predicted to act as

a spin filter [26] whilst a GNR with armchair edge termination can host Majorana

fermions [23].

The second part of this thesis will deal with a completely different material − silicon.

As one of the most abundant materials on earth it is extensively used in the current

semiconductor industry for almost every single electronic device. Using silicon in order

to build the quantum computer seems to be the logical conclusion because of the vast

infrastructure and the knowledge which has already been acquired so far. However,

the disordered interface between silicon and its oxide limits both the quality and re-

producibility of future qubit devices [27–29]. Therefore, a careful study of the interface

is needed in order to improve the device quality, which has been accomplished in this

thesis by investigating the mobility limiting factors of two of the most common top gate

materials for silicon metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (SiMOSFETs).

1.1 Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 introduces the two investigated systems

− graphene and silicon − on a theoretical level and provides relevant background

information for the reader to understand the later chapters. Chapter 3 goes into
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the anisotropic etching of graphite and graphene by using a remote hydrogen plasma

resulting in hexagonal shaped etch pits with a zigzag edge termination. The subsequent

chapter 4 describes the process of using a remote nitrogen plasma in order to fabricate

nanoribbons with armchair termination for hosting Majorana fermions. In chapter 5,

the mobility limiting factors of SiMOSFETs are discussed. The investigated device

has shown a record electron mobility for SiMOSFETs with sub 10 nm oxide thickness.

Chapter 6 summarizes the work done in this thesis and gives an outlook on future

research in the field of graphene and silicon.
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2 Theory

2.1 Graphene

For almost 70 years, an isolated single atomic layer of graphite − graphene − was

deemed impossible to fabricate. Graphene was described to be thermodynamically

instable and it could not exist as a material in a vacuum without any support [30, 31].

Nevertheless, due to the interesting character of an atomically thin conducting layer,

theorists described graphene in full detail [32–34] and even predicted massless charge

carriers to exist in this system [35, 36]. In parallel, experimentalists tried to develop

a fabrication process for graphene with various degrees of success [37–39]. In the

end, Novoselov and Geim discovered that there is a way to produce graphene flakes:

by mechanically exfoliating common graphite with a scotch tape and transferring it

on a silicon/silicon oxide (Si/SiO2) surface [21]. The weak interaction between the

silicon oxide surface and graphene allowed for a thermodynamically stable state and

the electrical isolation of SiO2 resulted in graphene being nearly charge neutral. This

discovery opened up a whole new field of experiments on graphene ranging from the

proof of massless Dirac fermions [40, 41] to the discovery of superconductivity in bilayer

graphene at a magic angle [22].

2.1.1 Structure of Graphene

In order to understand the properties of graphene one needs to look at the characteris-

tics of the fundamental building block − the carbon atom. A free standing carbon atom

contains six electrons in total, arranged in a 1s22s2sp2 configuration. By hybridizing

the s- and p-orbital, the valance electrons can form covalent bonds with other atoms

(see figure 2.1. Carbon can host up to four of those so called σ-bonds and if it does, the

result is one of the common carbon forms known as diamond. In this case, the angle

between each bond measures 109.5◦ and the molecule forms a tetrahedron. Alterna-
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tively, electrons in the p-orbital can form a different kind of bond, called the π-bond,

which will form a double bond when in combination with a σ-bond. This strengthens

the bond between two atoms. In order to minimise energies, the bonds between the

carbon atoms now lie in one plane with an 120◦ angle between them thus forming a

honeycomb pattern, the lattice of graphene. Because the p-orbitals involved in the

π-bonds stick out of the plane at a 90◦ angle, they form a plane of conductance above

and below the graphene honeycomb lattice in which electrons can move freely in two

dimensions. This has first been described by Wallace in 1947 using a tight binding ap-

proach [32]. The outline of this approach will be described in the following paragraphs

based on reference [42].

In contrast to other patterns, the unit cell of graphene cannot be described with a

single atom. The honeycomb pattern has to be described with a two-atom unit cell

and the lattice vectors are given by

~a1 = a0

2

 3
√

3

 and ~a2 = a0

2

 3

−
√

3

 (2.1)

where a0 = 1.42 Å denotes the carbon-carbon distance. The corresponding reciprocal

vectors are given by

~b1 = 2π

3a0

 1
√

3

 and ~b2 = 2π

3a0

 1

−
√

3

 . (2.2)

This description results in a system of two sublattices (A and B) and a Brillouin zone

with four points of symmetry, namely Γ, M , K and K ′ (see figure 2.1). Why the two

valley points K and K ′ are of special note can be explained using the band structure

calculation. In a tight binding approach, a conducting electron in a p-orbital can hop

to the position of its three nearest neighbours
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CC σ

a)

CC σ

π
b)

c)

d)

Figure 2.1: Schematic of chemical bonds and lattice schematic of graphene.
(a) The s- and two p- orbitals of carbon can undergo hybridisation, forming sp2 hy-
bridised orbitals (green) which can form σ-bonds with other sp2 hybridised orbitals
of another atom. (b) The remaining p-orbital (blue) can then form covalent π-bonds,
resulting in a double bond. The π-bond network in graphene is the main contributor
to the electronic transport. (c) The graphene lattice consists of a unit cell with two
carbon atoms (yellow and blue) with the corresponding lattice vectors a1 and a2 and
the three nearest-neighbour vectors δ1,2,3. (d) The resulting reciprocal lattice schematic
with the reciprocal unit vectors b1,2 shows the important symmetry points Γ and M ,
as well as K and K ′, the valleys of graphene. Figures (a) and (b) adapted from ref
[43], (c) and (d) adapted from [42].

~δ1 = a0

2

 1
√

3

 , ~δ2 = a0

2

 1

−
√

3

 and ~δ3 = −a0

1

0

 (2.3)

and to the next-nearest neighbours

~δ′
1 = ±~a1, ~δ′

2 = ±~a2 and ~δ′
3 = ± (~a2 − ~a1) . (2.4)

The resulting Hamiltonian with units used such that ℏ = 1 reads
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H = −t
∑

〈i,j〉,σ

(
a†

σ,ibσ,j + H.c
)

− t′ ∑
〈〈i,j〉〉,σ

(
a†

σ,iaσ,j + b†
σ,ibσ,j + H.c.

)
. (2.5)

In this equation, t designates the energy needed for hopping between two sublattices

(nearest neighbour) and t′ for hopping within the same sublattice (next-nearest neigh-

bour). a†
σ,i and aσ,i are the creation and annihilation operators of an electron with spin

σ =↑, ↓ on site Ri within the sublattice A. An equivalent notation is used for sublattice

B, that is b†
σ,i and bσ,i. Based on this Hamiltonian one can calculate the energy bands

E±(~k) = ±t
√

3 + f(~k) − t′f(~k) (2.6)

with

f(~k) = 2 cos
(√

3kya
)

+ 4 cos
(√

3
2 kya

)
cos

(3
2kxa

)
. (2.7)

A 3-dimensional scheme is show in figure 2.2, where a special focus lies on the K and

K ′ points in the Brillouin zone. Upon expanding the full band structure at these two

points, one can show that the dispersion relation becomes linear for a small enough

momentum ~q if measured relatively to K and K ′ (~k = ~K + ~q, with |~q| << | ~K|):

E±(~q) ' ±vF |~q| + O
[
(q/K)2

]
(2.8)

vF = 3ta/2 ' 1e6 m/s represents a constant Fermi velocity. A direct consequence of

this linearity around the K and K ′ points is that graphene becomes a zero band gap

conductor and therefore one can continuously tune the system from hosting holes to

hosting electrons by applying an electric field. The fact of having no band gap can be

a blessing and a curse at the same time. On the one hand, graphene systems can be

engineered to host both charge carriers in sequence and are the electronic equivalent

to semi-transparent mirrors in optics [45, 46]. On the other hand, graphene transistors
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a) b)

Figure 2.2: Band structure of graphene. (a) The energy surface of a graphene
ring which shows that the minima of the conduction band lie at the K and K ′ points.
The zoom-in highlights the linear dispersion relation around these highly symmetric
points and shows that the approximation is only viable close to the Dirac point. (b) In
the dispersion relation it becomes apparent that the σ-bonds have a band gap, whereas
the π-bonds do overlap at the K and K ′ points which allows for conductance at the
Fermi energy (shown as a dashed line at 0 energy. Figure (a) adapted from [42] and
(b) adapted from [44].

cannot be fabricated easily, because a transistor needs a clear off state which cannot

be reasonably achieved in a graphene system due to the non-existing band gap.

An additional effect of this linearity in the energy spectrum is the fact that graphene

can be the host of massless Dirac fermions, but at a slower speed than in other systems

described by linear dispersion relations. Hence the K and K ′ points are called Dirac

points and since there are two distinct Dirac points in the Brillouin zone, there is an

additional measure of degeneracy for each electron necessary − the valley degeneracy.

In contrast to silicon valleys, where there are six valley states due to the cubic symmetry

(discussed in section 2.2.1), there are only two valleys in graphene. This so-called

pseudospin adds an extra degeneracy of two, which in combination with the spin-

degeneracy results in a total of four degenerate energy levels. This four-fold degeneracy

becomes apparent in the Hall effect where steps of 4e2/h can be seen at high fields in

the conduction[40].

All of those facts contribute to the appeal of graphene to be used in future research and

technology. However, one of the largest setbacks would be if it proved to be impossible

to engineer a band gap. Creating a band gap can be achieved by different means, of

which the simplest method is to stack two graphene sheets to create a bilayer. During
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the process of fabricating graphene monolayers (see section 2.1.6) bilayers can form

naturally due to the nature of the scotch tape method. Bilayer graphene has a natural

band gap and hosts some interesting physics, with one highlight being the emergence

of superconductivity at a specific “magic” angle between the two sheets of graphene

[22]. However, more often than not the two sheets are at an arbitrary angle and thus

create a Moiré superlattice, which in itself is subject to a vast field of research [47–50].

2.1.2 Graphene Nano Ribbons

In addition to the methods above, there are of course other ways of engineering a

band gap. One of them consists of constricting the flow of electrons and holes from

two dimensions down to one by creating a narrow channel − a graphene nano ribbon

(GNR). Not only does this confinement to one dimension create a band gap, it also can

be the host of interesting physics depending on the edge termination of the GNR. When

cutting a graphene sheet into ribbons, there can be three distinct edge terminations:

armchair (AC) zigzag (ZZ) and a mor ore less regular mixture of both AC and ZZ.

The first two originate from the honeycomb lattice of graphene and are the result of

cutting the graphene sheet either parallel to the unit cell (AC) or at a 30◦ angle (ZZ)

respectively. A more or less random, distorted edge termination is the result of cutting

the sheet at any other angle (see figure 2.3).

The interesting physics specific to graphene can be observed when the termination is

either a perfect armchair or a perfect zigzag edge. Calculating the full energy spectrum

for both types of edge termination results in the band structures seen in figure 2.3. One

key difference between the two edge terminations is that ZZ-GNRs are always metallic

while AC-GNRs can be both metallic and semiconducting depending on their width

on an atomic scale. An AC-GNR is metallic when the formula N = 3M − 1 (with

{M, N} ∈ N and N being the number of dimer lines) is satisfied. Further differences

become apparent when considering electron-electron interactions which open a gap in

the energy spectrum for ZZ-GNRs [44]. This results in a semiconducting GNR in which
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of different edge terminations and band structure
of nanoribbons. (a) Schematic of a graphene honeycomb lattice indicating different
edge terminations. The two distinct edge terminations armchair and zigzag stem from
the lattice structure cut at specific angles, whereas the random direction is everything
in between and shows no special features in electronic transport measurements. (b)
and (c) Electronic dispersion of an armchair (b)) and a zigzag (c)) nanoribbon. The
zoom-ins reveal a key difference in that zigzag nanoribbons have a zero energy ground
state, therefore are metallic. If an armchair nanoribbons is metallic or semiconducting
depends on the exact width of the nanoribbon. Depicted here is a semiconducting case.
Figures (b) and (c) adapted from [42].

the low energy states are located on the edge of the ribbon. The nature of these edge

states is special in that the spins align ferromagnetically (parallel) in a single edge

and anti-ferromagnetically (anti-parallel) in relation to the other edge. This opens up

the opportunity to engineer spin filters [51] and magnetic sensors [52]. In contrast

to ZZ-GNRs, AC-GNRs do not show edge states and therefore cannot be used for

the same applications as ZZ-GNRs. However, there are various proposals for using

AC-GNRs for different purposes. One example was provided by Klinovaja and Loss,

exploiting the unique band structure in combination with a rotating magnetic field and

a superconductor to induce Majorana bound states [23]. These Majorana bound states

can then be used as qubits in order to build the quantum computer.
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2.1.3 Fabrication of Graphene Nano Ribbons

In order to see some the proposed effects in GNRs, the edge quality is of utmost impor-

tance, especially for the ZZ-GNR. Some effects in AC-GNRs do not require a perfect

edge but the direction of the nanoribbon has to be accurate. Others, like quantized

conductance, one of the underlying conditions for most of the previously mentioned

effects, are only achieved in ballistic GNRs with perfect edges. Minor distortions or

defects already suppress the quantization and give rise to other effects such as Coulomb

blockade [53] or Anderson localization [54, 55]. Not only must the fabrication process

of GNRs avoid any defects in the graphene, but the fabrication process also has to be

highly selective in terms of the resulting edge configuration.

Most fabrication methods start with the exfoliation of graphene (described in more

detail in section 2.1.6) on an appropriate surface. Usually, as a surface one can either

choose silicon oxide (SiO2) or hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), each with its own advan-

tages and disadvantages, discussed in later paragraphs. After exfoliating and locating

the graphene flake, GNRs can be fabricated by one of the methods described in the

following paragraphs. The list is not complete, it just highlights the progress of GNR

research and shows the two main approaches to the fabrication of GNRs − bottom-up

and top-down approaches.

Bottom-up approaches The idea behind bottom-up approaches is to perform a

synthesis of the final product using simple precursor molecules. In combination with

the right catalysts, the synthesis is tightly controlled and highly repeatable. Both

zigzag and armchair ribbons have been synthesised by Roman Fasel’s group using

2,12-dibromo-14-(3’,5’-dimethyl-[1,1’-biphenyl]-4-yl)-dibenzo[a,j]anthracene [56] and

6,11-dibromo-1,2,3,4-tetraphenyltriphenylene [57] precursor molecules respectively (see

figure 2.4 for a visual representation). The precursor molecules self-align on a gold

substrate and after two thermal cycles, a ZZ- or AC-GNR is formed depending on

the precursor molecule. The synthesised GNRs are thermally stable, have a perfect
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edge and − using the appropriate precursor molecule − any arbitrary width can be

synthesised. The length of such ribbons is time dependent and is only limited by the

amount of precursor molecules. The limiting factor is the fabrication of electrical

contacts. First, the GNRs have to be transferred onto a non-conducting substrate,

which is inefficient at best due to the strong interaction between the GNRs and

the metal substrate. Secondly, contacting the synthesised GNRs with regular metal

evaporation only yields Shottkey barriers and not the desired ohmic contacts. This

strongly reduces the possibility to measure the effects described in section 2.1.2.

Another way to chemically synthesise GNRs is via epitaxial growth on a silicon carbide

(SiC) substrate [58]. In this paper, Sprinkle et al. etched trenches into a SiC substrate,
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Br

Br

Br Br

a)
b)

c) d)

Figure 2.4: Bottom up approaches. (a) and (b) Chemical synthesis of graphene
nanoribbons is achieved by using the respective precursors to form either armchair (a)
or zigzag (b) nanoribbons. The resulting GNRs are well defined in width and can
reach several 100 nm in length. The synthesis is on a gold surface, therefore contacting
the GNRs is only possible after a transfer onto an isolating substrate. (c) and (d)
Sublimation of an etched SiC substrate leads to Si evaporating of a trench facet leaving
carbon on the surface which form a graphene layer. The width of the GNR is defined
by the trench facet, allowing deliberate fabrication. However, the edge quality has not
been further investigated. Figure (a) adapted from [57], (b) adapted from [56] and (c)
adapted from [58].

then heating it within an inert atmosphere. Silicon starts to sublime on the trench facet

due to the weaker bonding energy, and the remaining carbon atoms form a graphene

layer on that same trench facet (see figure 2.4). The width is therefore determined

by the trench walls and GNRs with widths as small as 40 nm have been produced

with this method. Contacting the GNRs is more attainable because the GNRs do not

have to be transferred after the synthesis and because of the isolating substrate. Since
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the necessary trenches in SiC can be deliberately fabricated, this method is highly

scalable. However, the edge quality has not been investigated and due to the nature

of trench fabrication with standard photo-lithographic lift-off processes the roughness

of the trenches is directly translated to the GNRs which results in non-perfect edges.

Top-down approaches Instead of synthesising a GNR from smaller precursors in

bottom-up fabrication, top-down approaches start with a larger precursor than the size

of the final product and shape the initial educt into the desired configuration. One

of these approaches is to use photo or electron beam (e-beam) lithography, commonly

known from semiconductor fabrication, both in academia and in large scale semicon-

ductor industry. A photo or e-beam resist is spun on the initial educt and subsequently

treated with patterned radiation in order to create a mask. Further processing steps

can be either adding material to the educt − for example metallic contacts − or re-

moving material to imprint the mask on the educt. The mask is later removed and

only the processed material is left behind.

In the case of GNRs, graphene is exfoliated on a suitable substrate (SiO2 or hBN)

and an e-beam resist, usually PMMA, is spun over the whole chip. Other protective

masks include silicon nanowires [59] and PS-PDMS copolymer [60], but due to strong

limitations of both of those and the simplicity of using PMMA, they are usually not

considered. Using standard e-beam methods, the desired shape of a GNR is patterned

and after development, the resist should only cover the GNR and some graphene on

both ends in order to guarantee that the GNR can be contacted with metal contacts

(see figure 2.5 for details). Subsequently, the graphene is treated with an argon/oxy-

gen (Ar/O2) plasma, which etches graphene efficiently and only leaves the protected

graphene. Although this fabrication method is rather straight-forward, both the rough-

ness of a PMMA mask edge and the isotropic and efficient etching of an Ar/O2 plasma

result in a poor edge quality due to the roughness of the final product. Since the

lithographic process determines both the shape and orientation of the GNR, the edge

configuration is truly random unless the lithography is in perfect alignment with one
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b) c)
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PMMA

SiO2
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Figure 2.5: Top down approaches. (a) Top down approaches include the etching of
graphene with an Ar plasma. Graphene is covered with a resist and after electron beam
lithography, a mask of PMMA remains on the graphene. The unprotected areas are
afterwards removed via an Ar plasma, resulting in GNRs with extremely rough edges
and usually in a random crystal direction. (b) and (c) Unzipping carbon nanotubes
is another way of achieving GNRs with rather smooth edges, but neither pure AC or
ZZ termination. (d) Using a polymer as an intermediate substrate to create complexes
containing nanoribbons results in GNRs with widths below 10 nm. All process involve
many different chemicals leaving residues on the GNRs which impacts their electronic
properties in a negative way. Figures (b) and (c) adapted from [61] and (d) adapted
from [62].

of the principal axes of graphene (ZZ or AC) Even then, the roughness induced by

the edge is larger than the unit cell. Furthermore, PMMA is known to leave residues

on surfaces so that after the process, the remaining GNRs are not clean which can

influence the quality of the measurements.

Unzipping carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is another way of fabricating GNRs (see figure

2.5). The process has been the centre of intense research due to the availability of
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both single and multi-wall CNTs which allow for both single and multilayer GNRs.

There are a wide range of methods to unzip carbon nanotubes including solution-

based oxidation [61], controlled etching in PMMA [63], sonication [64], the usage of

cobalt or nickel particles [65] and zinc sputtering [66]. All of those methods result in

rather smooth edges but both electronic measurements and investigations with Raman

and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) show that the edges are neither perfect AC

nor ZZ. Similarly to lithographic processes using PMMA, the multitude of chemicals

used in the process leave residues on the surface of the GNRs which affect the quality

of the device in a negative way [67].

Another method is using a polymer as an intermediate substrate (see figure 2.5).

This can be done by heating expandable graphite briefly to 1000 ℃ and dissolving

the now expanded graphite in a solution of 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) and a specific

polymer (in this case: poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5,dioctoxy-p-phenylenevinylene)

(PmPV)) [62]. By sonicating the solution, small graphene pieces stick to the PmPV

and create a stable, lightweight complex which can be purified by removing larger pieces

by centrifugation. The residual complexes are then transferred onto a SiO2 chip and

heated up to 400 ℃ in order to remove the remaining PmPC. The results are GNRs

of varying lengths of up to 1 µm and widths ranging from 50 nm down to below 10

nm. Again, this method produces smooth edges, but apparently not enough because

all GNRs were semiconducting and no magnetic ordering was observed. Additionally,

residues of the chemicals used in the process are the probable cause for the low mobil-

ities (100 - 200 cms/Vs) measured in experiments and therefore limit the usage of this

process overall.

When comparing the above mentioned GNR fabrication methods, a pattern seems to

emerge. Either GNRs have perfect edges but are difficult to process further or have

distorted edges but are either scalable or easy to process further. The following section

will discuss the use of a remote hydrogen plasma and the resulting effect of anisotropic

etching, which (in theory) results in perfect zigzag edges with options for scalability
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and no additional use of chemicals.

2.1.4 Hydrogen Plasma

Dry etching is a commonly used method to fabricate a wide range of samples [68–

71]. Most etching methods avail a mask to etch the desired shapes because of the

isotropic etching mechanisms of the chosen reagents. In the case of graphene, this

method has already been used to form nanoribbons with an Ar/O2 plasma (see section

2.1.3) with little success with regards to the orientation of the edges and therefore

their quality. One way to achieve a high edge quality would be to have a process

which etches one crystal direction in graphene more efficiently or even only etches in

one crystal direction. This anisotropy has been studied in 1970 by McCarroll and

McKee [24, 25]. They treated graphite surfaces with hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen.

Interestingly, their research showed that molecules do not etch graphite surfaces at

any of the investigated temperatures (between 300 and 1200 ℃) but that the atomic

counterparts of hydrogen and nitrogen (so-called radicals) do etch the graphite surface.

Additionally, the etch pits do have a hexagonal shape which leads to the conclusion that

both hydrogen and nitrogen radicals have a favoured edge direction, therefore etching

anisotropically. Later studies found that hydrogen radicals create edge pits with zigzag

edges [72] while nitrogen radicals create edges terminating in the armchair direction

[73]. The main focus of this thesis will be on the use of a hydrogen plasma for ZZ-GNR

fabrication, but parallels to the use of nitrogen plasma for AC-GNR fabrication will be

highlighted.

A plasma is defined as an ionized gas [74]. By sufficiently heating a gas, molecules

start to collide with enough energy so that electrons are being separated from their

cores and decompose into charged atoms and molecules. This charge separation gives

rise to new dynamics, especially a flow of current and an interaction with external

magnetic fields. Another way to generate a plasma without heating it up to very high

temperatures is to break the chemical bonds of molecules by providing enough energy
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via a radio frequency (RF) or microwave (MW) source. By applying a rapidly varying

electric field, electrons start to oscillate at the same frequency. Upon collision with

neutral particles, the electrons transfer the energy to the neutral molecules. With

enough energy transferred, bonds start to break and the gas becomes ionized. The

ionized particles then break further bonds of neutral particles, which is a self-sustaining

process, creating a plasma containing neutral molecules, radicals and ions.1

The energy needed to ignite the plasma within the boundaries of the work presented

in chapter 3 is provided by a surface launcher (surfatron) which is wrapped around a

quartz tube (the reaction chamber, see figure 3.5). By attaching a RF source to the

two plates of the surfatron, an electric field between the two plates is created. The

stray field outside the surfatron then couples to the gas molecules inside the reaction

chamber and ignites the plasma as described in the previous paragraph. This method

has the distinct advantage that no metallic parts are inside the reaction chamber which

could contaminate the gas and that there is no possibility of the plasma corroding the

electrode. Due to the size of the surfatron and the surface wave propagating along the

tube, relatively long plasma columns are achieved without the use of external magnetic

fields which makes the experimental setup compact and easy to operate.

As described above, hydrogen (H) radicals are used in order to create hexagonal etch

pits with a ZZ-termination. By using a surfatron in combination with a hydrogen

flow, a plasma with the following species is created: H2, H, H+, H+
2 , H+

3 , some higher

vibrational states and electrons. In this so-called direct plasma regime, the abundance

of energy provided by the surfatron allows the plasma to sustain itself which leads to

a visible glow due to the ionization. In the direct plasma regime isotropic etching is

induced by the highly energized ionized particles. Outside of the range of the electric

field provided by the surfatron, the species inside the plasma start to recombine and the

glow subsides until it is no longer visible. This gradient happens due to the different

recombination rates of the species inside the plasma. The positively charged ions can
1Radicals are neutral atoms or molecules with an unpaired electron in the valence shell while ions

are charged atoms or molecules
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easily recombine with the negatively charged electrons, whereas the recombination of

two radicals needs a third body in order to transfer the excess energy away. This mainly

happens mainly at the walls of the reaction chamber where the material of the chamber

has a huge impact on the recombination rate. Metals have a highly catalytic nature

whereas the quartz used in this work has a relatively small H radical recombination

coefficient [75, 76]. This allows for a so-called remote plasma regime, where almost all

charged species have recombined and only neutral molecules and radicals are present.

The extent of both the remote and direct plasma regime can be tuned by adjusting the

pressure, as more particles in the chamber allow for more collisions and recombination

opportunities, and the position of the sample in the reaction chamber determines the

etching process and speed.

How exactly hydrogen radicals lead to anisotropic etching has not been conclusively

determined yet. While Horn et al. [78] describe a more general methyl group removal

via H radicals, Davydova et al. [77] incorporate the formation of ZZ-terminated edges

in graphene. The first approach by Horn et al. is based on a H radical reacting with a

C-C double bond, breaking the π-bond and subsequently creating a new H-C bond (see

figure 2.6). The intermediate step is an unpaired electron residing on the second carbon

atom, which is subsequently paired with another H radical. The repeated interaction

with H radicals leads to the breakage of the C-C bond, the removal of a methyl group

and a newly formed C-C double bond due to some rearrangement within the group.

As mentioned before, this approach is more general and cannot describe the anisotropy

seen in experiments, since both AC- and ZZ-terminated edges possess double bonds.

Moreover, it has been shown that anisotropic etching only starts at pre-existing defects

in the graphene structure, indicating that the approach by Horn et al. is not stretching

far enough to explain this phenomenon.

The other explanation mentioned above, put forth by Davydova et al. [77] is based

on molecular dynamics simulations of a ZZ-GNR in a downstream H plasma, which is

exactly the experimental setup used in this work (see chapter 3). The process consists
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Phase I: Hydrogenation

Phase II: Formation of carbon chains

Phase III: Removal of carbon chains
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Figure 2.6: Possible etching mechanism. (a) - (c) In stage one, hydrogenation of
pre-existing defects or zigzag edges weaken the C-C bonds of the lattice. (d) - (i) Due
to the stress of sp2 to sp3 hybridised carbon atoms, a breakage of the second row of
carbon atoms occurs, leaving dangling carbon chains. j) - n). Sputtering of the carbon
chains via H radicals results in the removal of the chains, resulting in a newly formed
zigzag edge. (o) Another approach of explaining H-Plasma etching is via the reaction
of H radicals with a C-C double bond via intermediate unpaired electrons. This process
does not depend on the crystal direction and thus cannot explain the isotropic etching
capability of a H plasma. Figures (a)-(n) adapted from [77], (o) adapted from [78].

of three stages as shown in figure 2.6. In stage one, carbon atoms at defects or pre-

existing ZZ-edges become hydrogenated due to the low energy barrier. The newly

formed CH and CH2 group lower the activation energy needed for hydrogenation of

the second row of carbon atoms in the lattice. In phase two, the resulting mechanical

stress due to local sp2 to sp3 hybridization in the second row of carbon atoms leads to

the breakage of the C-C bonds between the first and second row. This results in free

dangling carbon chains attached only on both of the ends. This happens multiple times

and upon reaching a critical length, the H radicals in the reaction chamber sputter the
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dangling bonds in phase three. The result is a newly formed edge with ZZ-termination

which is needed for ZZ-GNR experiments.

2.1.5 Raman Spectroscopy

In the previous section it was always assumed that a remote hydrogen (nitrogen) plasma

creates perfect ZZ (AC) terminated edges. There are many ways to prove this assump-

tion, some more elaborate than others. One way would be to measure transport through

a device fabricated with this process and check for the respective signals (see section

2.1.2 for more details). However, this method involves many additional processing

steps which take a long time for the production of each device and additionally, other

effects could limit the visibility of the desired features. A more direct approach is to im-

age the edge by high-resolution transmission electron spectroscopy (HRTEM) [79–82],

scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [56, 83–85] or atomic force microscopy (AFM)

[57, 86, 87]. All of those methods are mostly non-invasive 2 but require additional

sample preparation (HRTEM, STM) or are highly time-consuming (AFM).

A more direct and simpler way of probing the edge configuration is to use Raman

spectroscopy [88]. This method uses a single wavelength laser to excite a state and the

succeeding relaxation emits a (or multiple) photon(s) at a slightly larger wavelength.

The shift in wavelength or frequency then holds information about the structure of

the material. In carbon particularly, the laser creates an electron hole pair and the

resulting photon can scatter in three different ways, which manifests in three distinct

peaks in the Raman spectrum of graphite and graphene: G, 2D and D.

G-Peak The peak at 1580 cm−1 comes from the inelastic first order Raman scattering

process during which a photon creates a virtual electron-hole pair at the Γ-point in the

Brillouin zone (see section 2.1.1 for more details). The newly created electron or hole

then scatters at a iTO or iLO phonon, recombining with the respective partner and
2A GNR edge can be depicted with HRTEM without damaging the GNR at low enough acceleration

voltages. However, at higher operation voltages graphene edges have been rearranged [79].
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b)a)
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Figure 2.7: Raman spectrum of graphite and graphene. (a) Typical Raman
spectrum expected from single layer graphene. (b) Detailed zoom-in of the 2D-peak
for single layer graphene (SLG), bilayer graphene (BLG) and grapite. The shape of
the 2D peak gives information due to the multiple scattering processes possible for
the 2D peak depending on the amount of layers present. (c) Detailed schematics of
the scattering processes leading to the Raman peaks for graphene. The G-peak is due
to photon absorption and emission at the Γ-point, whereas both the 2D- and D-peak
involve a momentum transfer via a phonon and defects. Figure adapted from [88].

emitting a photon at a slightly lower frequency than the incident photon. The involved

iTO or iLO phonon has little to no momentum in k, meaning the process remains at

the Γ-point. From the height of the G-peak, the thickness and, more specifically, the

amount of layers in a given graphite sample can be deduced. Since the information

about the amount of layers is decoded in the height of the G-peak, it needs proper

calibration at first in order to be of quantitative value. The width of the G-peak holds

further information about the strain and deformation of a graphene system. However,

this holds only true if the G-peak is split into two sub-peaks, which happens neither

in graphene nor graphite, but occurs in nanotubes for example.

2D-Peak Although the G-peak can be used to determine the number of layers in a

graphene stack, it is more common to use the 2D-peak at ∼ 2700 cm−1 because of the
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clear shape difference between single and bilayer graphene. While the 2D-peak of a

single layer of graphene is a single Laurentzian, the 2D-peak of a bilayer graphene shows

four peaks. Most of the time the four peaks are not clearly distinguishable, but the

overall shape of the observed peak clearly indicates multiple peaks. The photon-phonon

process behind the 2D-peak in graphene is doubly resonant due to the two scattering

events happening sequentially and resonantly. First, a photon from the laser creates a

virtual electron hole pair and either the electron or the hole scatters at an iTO phonon.

This phonon now scatters to the corresponding K ′ point, which is associated with a

momentum q. The momentum component originates from the vibrational mode which

can be described as an in-plane breathing motion of the carbon atoms in the honeycomb

lattice. Since the process has to conserve momentum, a second phonon subsequently

scatters back to the K point with the momentum −q. The virtual electron and hole

pair recombine and emit a photon with the corresponding energy difference, which is

at a slightly lower frequency than the incident photon.

D-Peak The third prominent peak in the Raman spectrum of graphene is the peak

near 1350 cm−1, which only appears when there is a defect in the system where the laser

induces phonon movement. The process is almost identical to the 2D peak, starting

with the creation of a virtual electron hole pair and the scattering of a phonon with

momentum q. The difference lies in the backscattering which occurs at a defect site,

not at the corresponding K ′ point. The defect can be almost any lattice defect like

sp3 carbon atoms, vacancies and most prominently an edge. Interestingly, the D-peak

vanishes in the presence of perfect ZZ-edges due to the characteristics of the process

itself. The momentum vectors for AC- and ZZ-edges differ by 30◦ and therefore, only

the AC segment can give the phonon the necessary momentum kick in order to conserve

the total momentum of the process. This allows for a quick determination of the edge

configuration, because the D peak vanishes for ZZ edges. If the D-peak is visible,

additional experiments which include the rotation of the polarized Raman excitation

laser can reveal the amount of ZZ and AC components in a given edge [87].
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2.1.6 Sample fabrication

Chapter 3 will discuss the etching of both graphite and graphene with a remote hy-

drogen plasma. In this section, the fabrication process of the samples used in this

work is introduced as well as further steps for encapsulated GNR devices for transport

measurements.

The first type of sample is cleaved graphite to determine the ideal parameters for

anisotropic etching by means of remote hydrogen plasma. Here, graphite is cleaved by

using the scotch tape method pioneered for graphene by Novoselov and Geim [21]. The

scotch tape with the graphite pieces is afterwards pressed onto a clean Si/SiO2 wafer

piece with prepared numbered markers for easy identification. Due to the strong van-

der-Waals interaction of graphite with the SiO2, some of the graphite pieces will stick

to the wafer surface during the removal of the scotch tape. This results in a separation

of the layers of graphite, creating atomically flat and pristine graphite surfaces. This

method presents a quick preparation of samples for the characterization of a remote

hydrogen plasma and it is even statistically possible to create single layer graphene,

which has been shown in the previously mentioned work [21].

However, graphene on Si/SiO2 is known to be of poor quality for transport measure-

ments due to the rough surface of SiO2 [89–91] and the abundance of charge puddles

[92–95]. In order to improve the quality of a graphene sample, hexagonal Boron Nitride

(hBN) is commonly used as a substrate for graphene due to the flatness of the surface
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a)
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Figure 2.8: Fabrication steps of an encapsulated graphene sample. (a)
Graphene is exfoliated using the scotch tape method onto a prepared polymer stack
on a Si/SiO2 wafer. The chip is put in water which dissolves the water soluble layer in
the polymer stack. The graphene on the PMMA layer floats on top of the water and is
picked up with a glass slide. Subsequently, the graphene is transferred onto a prepared
hBN flake. (b) The enecapsulation is done by preparing an hBN flake on a with PPC
coated wafer piece. It is spanned over a PDMS stamp and can then be transferred on
the already fabricated hBN/graphene stack. Figure (a) adapted from [96], (b) adapted
from [97].

and the fact that the lattice constant is almost the same as the lattice of graphene

[98]. The fabrication starts by exfoliating hBN as shown in fugure 2.8. This is done

by using the same scotch tape method as for graphene and graphite samples. This

method generates hBN flakes of various thicknesses on the wafer from which a suitable

candidate is chosen by means of optical microscopy. The ideal hBN flake has a large
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area of uniform thickness and is well isolated from other flakes and potential other

contamination. The exact height as well as the surface roughness can be identified by

using atomic force microscopy. In order to deterministically place a graphene sample on

the hBN flake, a modified scotch tape method is used. Here, graphite is exfoliated with

a scotch tape and subsequently pressed on a polymer stack on top of a Si/SiO2 wafer

piece. The polymer stack consists of a PMMA layer with a water-soluble layer (usually

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) or dextrane) underneath. After finding a suitable graphene

flake, the wafer piece is carefully placed on water, where the PVA or dextrane layer

dissolves upon contact with the water. The graphene flake on top of the PMMA layer

will float on the surface while the wafer piece sinks to the bottom. The floating PMMA

piece then can be picked up using a glass plate with a hole and the graphene piece can

be transferred on top of the hBN flake with a micromanipulator. PMMA is afterwards

dissolved in acetone, leaving a hBN/graphene stack.

As described in section 2.1.4, anisotropic etching with a remote hydrogen plasma starts

at existing defects. For samples investigated in chapter 3, round holes are etched into

the graphene via Ar/O2 plasma determined by an etch mask. After the removal of the

etch mask, graphene samples are placed in the reaction chamber and treated with a

remote hydrogen plasma, which resulted in hexagonal etch pits.

The same process opens an avenue for GNR fabrication. Here, graphene is etched in

a remote hydrogen plasma for a small period of time and the resulting etch pits are

investigated with an AFM. The straight edges are then used to align deterministically

placed holes in an etch mask. Ar/O2 plasma is again used for the primary holes and

subsequently treated with the remote hydrogen plasma. After sufficient etch time,

determined by repeated AFM measurements, two opposing hexagonal etch pits form a

GNR between them. One of the main advantages of remote hydrogen plasma etching

can be seen here. The smooth transition from bulk graphene to GNR caused by the

fabrication process allows for high quality contacts to the bulk graphene and gives rise

to an adiabatic transition from the two-dimensional transport regime in bulk graphene
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to the one-dimensional GNR.

In order to preserve the fabricated GNR device, a second hBN flake can be placed

on top of the current hBN/graphene stack. This can be done in a similar fashion to

the above mentioned graphene transplantation, but with some key differences. Here,

a Si/SiO2 wafer is prepared with a thick layer (∼ 1 µm) of poly-propylene carbonate

(PPC) and a windowed scotch tape is placed around the edge of the chip (see figure

2.8). hBN is subsequently exfoliated via the scotch tape method on the PPC layer

and a suitable flake is chosen with optical microscopy. The scotch tape holding the

PPC is carefully peeled off the wafer and then placed on top of a polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) cube, creating a stamp like structure. The hBN flake is then transferred on

the hBN-graphene stack with a micromanipulator. Afterwards the assembly is heated

up, which decreases the adhesion forces between the PPC and the PDMS cube. The

stamp can then be removed and the left over PPC layer is dissolved in chloroform,

resulting in a complete hBN-graphene-hBN stack.

Contacts to an encapsulated sample are slightly more involved than top-contacts for

regular graphene samples. Here, an etch mask − which doubles as the actual con-

tact mask − is prepared and the stack is then etched by an SF6/Ar/O2 plasma. The

etching is fast and reveals the graphene in a one-dimensional fashion. The subse-

quent evaporation of contact metal (here Cr/Au) creates a low-resistive contact to the

graphene, which is usually of higher quality than regular top-contacts. This is believed

to be because of the electronic structure of graphene, where the electrons are flowing

horizontally over the graphene.
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2.2 Silicon

Silicon is one of the most common elements on earth and the impact of silicon on

modern technology must not be underestimated. Almost all consumer electronics are

built containing incorporated silicon chips and therefore, silicon has been one of the

most widely studied elements. Almost every theoretical model for semiconductors has

been applied to silicon, thus generating an almost endless library of knowledge on

semiconductor materials. This research includes theoretical descriptions of the band

structure [99–101] as well as proposals for electron spin qubits [102, 103]. Based on

these theoretical works and also considering the first observation of Coulomb blockade

in silicon in 1993 [104] and 1994 [105], huge advances in the field of silicon quantum

applications have been made in the last 15 years starting with the observation of

single electron quantum dots, research into spin blockade in double quantum dots

and Rabi oscillation measurements. This laid the foundation for the fabrication of

qubits − the quantum counterpart to the classical bit − in silicon and lead to the

measurements of spin qubits in single quantum dot systems [106–108] as well as in

coupled systems [109–112]. In parallel, silicon germanium (SiGe) as a material system

for hole qubit applications has been explored both theoretically and experimentally

in various geometries from classical heterostructures [13, 113, 114] to nanowires in

different shapes [16, 115–118].

This section will focus on silicon metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistors

(SiMOSFET) and lays special focus on the mobility limiting factors present in this

system.

2.2.1 Structure of Silicon

Silicon is along with carbon a group IV element with four valence electrons. The valence

orbitals of silicon can undergo a sp3 hybridization and form four covalent σ-bonds with

other silicon atoms. At standard conditions, silicon crystallizes into a diamond cubic
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Figure 2.9: Crystal structure of Si and calculated band structure. (a) The
most stable form of silicon is a diamond crystal structure, which is a derivative of
the face-centred-cubic crystal. This structure is basically two intersecting face-centred
cubic crystals shifted in all three directions by 1/4 of the width of the unit cell. (b)
The three dimensional Brillouin zone illustrates the points and directions used in the
band diagram. Of note is mainly the ∆ direction, in which the valleys of silicon lie.
(c) Calculated band structure of silicon which shows the indirect band gap and the
resulting valley degeneracy of six at 0.85 k0. The zoom-in highlights the position of
the valleys and the three different bands in the valance band, namely the heavy-hole,
light-hole and split-off band. These bands are important for hole applications in silicon.
Figure adapted from [18].

lattice as seen in figure 2.9 from which the band structure can be calculated using

empirical pseudopotentials [99] or a tight binding model 3. The calculated band struc-

ture can be seen in figure 2.9. At a first glance, the band structure of silicon is not

substantially different from other common semiconductors such as germanium (Ge) or
3Silicon can also form a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice (like graphene) called silicene [119].
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gallium arsenide (GaAs), however, there are some key differences that make it unique,

for example the heavy-light hole splitting and the indirect band gap. The most pro-

found effects of its unique characteristics manifest in the electronic properties of silicon

which is discussed extensively in the literature on silicon [18, 99, 120–123].

When analysing the properties of the top most-valence bands in silicon, the similarities

to other group IV semiconductors become apparent. There are three valence bands

that meet at the Γ-point, namely the light and heavy hole bands as well as a split-

off band. The first two bands are of interest for hole applications because of the

profound difference in the respective effective masses (0.16 for light holes and 0.46 for

heavy holes). Simply said, the difference in effective mass directly translates to the

size of the confinement needed for quantum applications such as quantum transport

or spin qubits. The smaller the effective mass, the larger the structure can be for low

occupation numbers of quantum dots [18, 122, 123]. The split-off band can usually be

neglected because the energy difference between the uppermost valence bands and the

split off band can be larger than the actual band gap of a given material. However,

the split-off band in silicon needs some consideration due to the fact that the energy

difference between the bands is determined by the spin-orbit interaction and scales

with the fourth power of the atomic number. In silicon, the spin-orbit interaction is

very weak resulting in an energy splitting of only 0.044 eV between the heavy/light

hole bands and the split-off band [124].

The relatively small energy difference between the heavy/light hole bands and the split-

off band is not the only difference between silicon and other group IV semiconductors.

Another key property of the band structure of silicon lies within the lowest conduction

band. In contrast to the direct band gap in for example GaAs, silicon possesses an

indirect band gap. The minimum of the lowest lying conduction bands is located at

85% along the ∆ direction between the Γ point the the X point which is located on

the Brillouin zone boundary [99, 120]. This has two major implications. First, the

excitation of a carrier from the valence band into the conduction band requires not
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only energy (for example a photon), but also a change in momentum. The change

in momentum can be provided by phonons or by impurities in the crystal structure.

Second, since there are six equivalent X points in the Brillouin zone, there are six

equivalent minima in the conduction band − so called valleys. In bulk silicon, these

valleys are degenerate in energy, but depending on the charge carrier transport direction

they still show slight differences between them. For the crystal direction [100], the

dispersion can be written as

ε
(
~k
)

= Ec + ℏ2

2m0

[
(kx − k0)2

mL

+
k2

y

mT

+ k2
z

mT

]
. (2.9)

Here, Ec is the energy of the conduction band at the minima k0 and kx, ky and kz the

momenta in x, y and z direction respectively. ℏ is the reduced Planck constant and m0

represents the electron mass. The effective masses in the transverse directions y and

z need to be equal according to symmetry and therefore they have the same effective

mass mT . The longitudinal effective mass mL, however, can be different and for silicon

this results in a large anisotropy (mT ≈ 0.19 and mL ≈ 0.98). Intuitively, one would

expect transport to be highly anisotropic in silicon due to the different effective masses,

but this only applies when transport is governed by a single valley. A measure of the

anisotropy could be the mobility µ, as it is directly influenced by the effective mass

m∗:

µ = eτ

m∗ (2.10)

In this equation, e represents the electronic charge of a single charge carrier and τ is

the scattering time. A large effective mass would result in a low mobility, whereas a

high mobility can be achieved if the effective mass is small. Irrespective of mass, all

of the valleys contribute to the transport of charge carriers resulting in an isotropic

conductance behaviour, which is in agreement with the cubic symmetry of the crystal

structure.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2.10: 2-dimensional gasses in silicon structures and the resulting
valley splitting. (a) 2DEGs and 2DHGs can be formed in multiple ways in silicon
structures. A voltage applied to a top gate induces a charge carrier layer either at
the interface of Si and SiO2 in SiMOS or at the interface of Si and SiGe in Si/SiGe
heterostructures. (b) The resulting 2DEG or 2DHG can be formed using an additional
set of gates to locally deplete the charge carrier layer in order to form quantum dots.
(c) The resulting confinement in these structures before formation of quantum dots
is mainly in the z coordinate. This means that the energy levels are quantized in
one direction whereas the charge carriers can flow freely in the other two directions
because of the continuous energy levels. (d) The sixfold degenerate valley energy levels
are split in two dimensional structures due to the induced strain into two groups. The
two z-valleys shift to lower energies (Γ group) whereas the x- and y-valleys shift to
higher energies (∆-group). Further splitting is achieved with local electric fields, which
strongly depends on the exact atomic structure of the sample resulting in different
valley splittings for each device. Figures adapted from [18].

2.2.2 Interface engineering

The valley degeneracy of silicon can be lifted by reducing the dimensionality of the

system [100]. This can either be done by sandwiching a silicon layer between two

SixGe1−x layers [101, 125] or by creating a flat interface between silicon and silicon

oxide (SiO2) [124, 126–128]. For both systems, electrons (holes) can be accumulated
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by applying a positive (negative) voltage with a metal top gate, thereby creating a 2-

dimensional electron (hole) gas (2DEG and 2DHG respectively, see figure 2.10). As a

side note, there is an additional possibility to create a 2DHG. It involves the fabrication

of a stack made of Si-SiO2 and Al2O3 as an additional layer on top [129]. By heating

the sample to 400℃ in an argon atmosphere, negative charges start to accumulate

at the Si02-Al2O3 interface. Because the sample has to be neutral, a positive mirror

charge accumulates at the Si-SiO2 interface, thus creating a 2DHG which is accessible

via highly p-doped regions in the silicon substrate.

Back to the first two systems. Because of the lattice mismatch between the two layers

in a silicon device (Si - SixGe1−x or Si - SiO2), the resulting strain splits the six-fold

valley degeneracy into two groups of states as shown in figure 2.10. The two z-valleys

are shifted to lower energies (Γ-valleys) while the four x and y valleys slightly shift

towards higher energies (∆ valleys). This first splitting is typically quite large, meaning

somewhere approaching 200 meV so that only the lower two Γ states will contribute

to the transport and degeneracy in the calculations. Further splitting of the lowest

lying valley states usually happens within an electric confinement. In heterostructures

such as Si/SiGe, this happens naturally due to the quantum well; in silicon metal oxide

semiconductor structures (SiMOS), the splitting happens due to the applied top gate

voltage which creates an electric field in the area of the conducting layer. Typical

values for valley splitting are around 0.1 to 1 meV and mostly depend on the atomic

structure at the conducting layer as far down as to an atomic length scale. Therefore,

valley splitting is not something universal, but is different from device to device even

on a single chip [130–135].

In order to be able to resolve the valley splitting, a high-quality device has to be

fabricated. The quality of the sample is usually measured by factors such as the

coherence times (for example T1 or T ∗
2 ), the mean free path of charge carriers and the

mobility of the sample. While the determination of coherence times is usually a bit

more involved both in the sample fabrication as well as in the actual measurements as
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one needs quantum dots [13, 136], both the mean free path and the mobility can be

extracted from relatively simple Hall bar measurements. The mean free path λ can be

calculated using the mobility µ

λ = ℏ
e

kF µ (2.11)

with the reduced Planck constant ℏ and the electron charge e as pre-factors. The Fermi

momentum kF depends on the density and considers not only spin degeneracy gs, but

also valley degeneracy gv in the following way

kF =
√

4πn

gsgv

. (2.12)

This results in kF =
√

πn for valley degenerate semi-conductors such as silicon.

In order to calculate the mean free path of the charge carriers, one has to measure den-

sity n and mobility µ. The latter can be extracted from the longitudinal conductivity

σxx in a two-dimensional electron gas using

µ = σxx · 1
ne

= l

w

I

Uxx

· 1
ne

(2.13)

with the charge carrier density n, the current through the device I and the longitudinal

voltage Uxx. Additionally, since the mobility is a geometrically independent quantity,

the width of the sample w and the distance between the two voltage probes l are

included in the calculation.

The density n required for the calculation of both the mobility and the mean free path

can be extracted from the Hall voltage by analysing the Hall coefficient Rxy within the

classical regime

RH = Rxy

B

Uxy

IB
= 1

ne
. (2.14)

In this equation, the Hall resistance is calculated by taking into consideration the

transversal Hall voltage Uxy, the current flowing through the device I and the magnetic

field B. In order to suppress possible effects of magnet hysteresis and possible offset
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charges, one can take the slope of a Hall trace (Rxy vs B) and calculate the density

using

n =
(

dRxy

dB
e

)−1

. (2.15)

The density in a SiMOS sample behaves proportionally to the strength of the applied

electric field generated by a voltage on a top gate. For accumulation type samples, a

positive (negative) voltage has to be applied in order to accumulate electrons (holes)

in the region below the metal top gate. This already highlights some of the parameters

that have to be optimised for high mobility samples, namely the interface where the

electrons (holes) accumulate and the influence of the metal stack on top of the sample.

The impact on the quality in the latter case can be explained through the strain

on the conducting channel, which can either increase or decrease the mobility of the

charge carriers as described in the following section. Additional sample related quality

influencers include background doping and remote charge impurities, discussed in more

detail in the following section section.

2.2.3 Mobility limiting factors

According to theory, the scattering rate of different kinds of scattering is defined by

screened scattering potentials [137]. The different types of scattering can be included

into the square of the matrix element 〈|U(q)|2〉 for any given momentum transfer ℏq.

In combination with a dielectric response function ε(q, T, Γ) which is dependent on

temperature T and collisional broadening Γ the scattering rate can be calculated using

1
τ(T, Γ) = 1

2πℏEF

∫ 2kF

0
dq

q2√
4k2

F − q2

〈|U(q)|2〉
ε2(q, T, Γ) (2.16)

with

EF = ℏ2k2
F

2m∗ (2.17)

and

kF =
√

πn. (2.18)
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2.11: NC, ∆, L and T dependence of the mobility in SiMOS. (a)
The density of interface charges has the most influence at low electron densities in
the conducting channel. A higher NC results in more scattering events and thus in a
lower mobility. (b) The rms height of the interface roughness denoted by ∆ has a more
pronounced influence on the mobility in the high density regime. This comes mainly
from the fact that a higher density is directly translated to a higher electric field which
pulls the charge carriers to the interface, where the interface roughness becomes the
limiting factor. The rougher the interface is, the lower the mobility due to increased
scattering. (c) The second parameter for interface roughness is L, the average distance
between two roughness peaks. Again, the shorter the distance between two possible
scattering events, the lower the mobility. (d) Temperature has as expected no impact
in the high density regime because the interface does not change when varying the
temperature. In this model, temperature variation affects the low density regime, in
which the mobility is limited by interface charges.

n denotes the density of charge carriers occurring in the conducting channel while m∗

represents the effective mass of those charge carriers. This formalism allows for an easy

combination of multiple scattering types via the matrix element 〈|U(q)|2〉 by simply

adding unscreened potentials (Matthiesen’s rule).

There are different types of scattering that can occur in semiconductors. The following

paragraphs introduce the main contributors to scattering in 2DEGs and discuss their

density and temperature dependence. This section is largely following [137].
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Coulomb scattering There are three main contributors to Coulombic scattering:

charges in the depletion layer, oxide charges and charge centres near the conducting

channel. In this model, only the last contributor is considered as the impact of the

other scattering mechanisms become negligible when considering the overall scattering

rate and if the charges are present near the 2D layer. The matrix element for Coulomb

scattering 〈|UC(q)|2〉 then can then be written as

〈|UC(q)|2〉 = NC

[
e2

2qε0εl

]2

F 2
i (q) (2.19)

with the vacuum permittivity being ε0 and the average dielectric constant at the in-

terface εI = (εox + εSi)/2. One of the extractable parameters can be found in the

equation - NC , the density of interface charges. Additionally, this equation includes a

form factor Fi which describes the finite extent of the wave function at the interface

Fi(q) = 1
(1 + q/b)3 exp(−qzc) (2.20)

with zc describing the distance between the center of the wave function and the in-

terface. Usually this is considered to be 0 (as the wave function sits exactly at the

interface), but there are considerable effects on NC when changing zc to finite numbers

[137]. b is the actual density n dependent term in the matrix element for Coulomb

scattering and includes the depletion charge density Ndep

b =
[

12e2mz

ε0εSiℏ2

[
Ndep + 11

32n
]]1/3

(2.21)

with mz as the effective mass in z-direction. Ndep is a material parameter depending

on the doping concentration and can be calculated using Ndep = (NA − ND)ddep with

ddep ≈ 1.2µm as the depletion layer thickness [138]. NA and ND are the acceptor and

donor densities respectively. As shown in figure 2.11, the effect of Coulomb scattering

can mostly be made visible at low charge carrier densities n. This is due to the fact

that the number of interface charges is comparable to the number of charges in the
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channel, therefore increasing the effect of one interface charge on the overall scattering.

Interface roughness Because the conducting channel is located at the interface of

two different materials, here Si and SiO2, the roughness of said interface has a large

influence on the amount of scattering and therefore on the mobility. In this model, the

matrix element for surface roughness contribution 〈|USR(q)|2〉 can be written as

〈|USR(q)|2〉 = S(q)e2F 2
s (2.22)

There are two main aspects which define the surface roughness matrix element

〈|USR(q)|2〉, namely the power spectrum S(q) as well as Fs, which describes the electric

field perpendicular to the interface.

The interface between Si and SiO2 is never exactly perfect. Si is a diamond crystal

and SiO2 is of amorphous nature which creates a rather rank change of the crystal

structure at the interface. Therefore, depending on the growth conditions, this creates

a transition region of finite width. The region can be described using on of two different

power spectra, either Gaussian or exponential. Intuitively, one would assume a Gaus-

sian distribution, where the interface roughness is isotropic in all directions. However,

studies on the interface have shown that an exponential power spectrum describes the

interface more precisely than a Gaussian power spectrum [139, 140]. On an atomic

picture this means that the interface cannot be defined by a smooth transition from

Si to SiO2 but instead shows step-like behaviour with finite step-sizes of a couple of

nanometers. The power spectrum can then be described as

S(q) = π∆2L2

(1 + q2L2/2)2 (2.23)

in which ∆ describes the root mean square (rms) height of the roughness’ amplitude

and L denotes the average distance between two sequential roughness spots (correlation

length). Both ∆ and L can be extracted from mobility curves when analysing the
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density dependence.

The second parameter in the surface roughness matrix element 〈|USR(q)|2〉 describes

the influence of the applied electric field in order to accumulate charge carriers in the

conducting channel. In a nutshell: as the strength of the electric field increases, the

charge carriers are getting pulled closer towards the surface and therefore the influence

of the interface roughness becomes larger. Since the density and applied electric field

are proportional to each other, one can write the influence of the electric field in terms

of density n and receive the following formula:

Fs = e

ε0εSi

(
Ndep + 1

2n
)

. (2.24)

Phonons Another occasion for charge carriers to scatter is either via optical or acous-

tic phonons. Due to the crystal structure of silicon, optical phonons can be neglected

because they are only present if there is a dipole in the system (for example in GaAs

samples, where the crystal structure hosts two different types of atoms). For acoustic

phonons, the scattering rate can be calculated using the following formula assuming

single subband occupation [141–143]

1
τphon

=
(

ℏ3ρs2
l

mdD2
ackBT

· W

)−1

. (2.25)

Here, ρ indicates the density of silicon, sl the sound velocity in silicon, md the effective

mass of charge carriers parallel to the surface, Dac the deformation potential of acoustic

phonons, kb the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. All mentioned parameters

(except temperature) are literature values which means that phonon scattering is only

temperature dependent in silicon samples. The density-dependent term W describes

the effective width of the conducting layer and can be written as

W = 16
3

(
εSiℏ2

12m∗e2

)1/3

·
(

Ndep + 11
32n

)−1/3

. (2.26)
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Broadly speaking, the density dependence of the mobility limited by phonon scattering

has a power of −1/3, so the lower the density, the higher the mobility. This dependence

can usually be observed at high temperatures (around 300 K) [143]. For lower tempera-

tures, phonon scattering quickly becomes negligible due to the temperature dependence

of the scattering rate of T (see equation 2.25. In experiments, usually a temperature

dependence of T −1.75 is observed in consequence of the strong contribution of intervalley

phonon scattering. The higher energies of said phonons give rise to a stronger temper-

ature dependence than the theoretically predicted T dependence [142]. Generally, only

the lowest valleys are occupied and therefore, a T dependence is still viable to use in

the calculations for higher temperatures. In the case of low temperature physics such

as the experiments in chapter 5 (and already below 77 K, the temperature of liquid

nitrogen), phonon scattering can be neglected due to the temperature dependence.

Strain In silicon, strain has different effects depending on the charge carrier [144].

When it comes to holes, strain influences the band structure to the extent that the

heavy-hole and light-hole bands change shape and shift in energy so that the two

bands are now split at the Γ-point in the Brillouin zone. In this particular case,

biaxial compressive strain increases the band splitting, thereby reducing the scattering

rate and raising the overall mobility. In the case of electrons, strain does not change

the band structure very much, but has a rather significant influence on the valley

splitting. Usually, the Γ- and ∆- valleys in a 2DEG in silicon are split by a large

energy difference (around 200 meV) with the effect that inter-valley scattering is not

possible at low temperatures. On the one hand, biaxial compressive strain raises the

energy of the two lower-lying Γ-valleys, thus increasing the rate of inter-valley scattering

and subsequently reducing the mobility. On the other hand, biaxial tensile strain can

increase the mobility due to the lowering of the Γ-valley energies, thereby reducing

inter-valley scattering.

In gate-induced silicon 2DEGs, strain is caused by the material of the top gate when

cooling down a sample to low temperatures. Common top gate materials are palladium
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Strain Profile TiN

Strain Profile PolyS

a) b)

c)

Figure 2.12: Strain induced by different top gate materials in SiMOS. (a)
Because the top gate material and silicon have different crystal structures and lattice
dimensions, strain is induced in the sample at lower temperatures. Usually, the con-
ducting channel is located far enough away from the Si - metal interface so that the
strain is relieved in the region of the 2DEG. If the distance is now small enough for
strain to have an influence, it can even form unwanted quantum dots in the conducting
channel. (b) and (c) Calculated strain influence of two top gate materials. This model
calculates a five times stronger induced strain with TiN than Si, therefore decreasing
the possible peak mobility, as discussed in chapter 5. Figure (a) adapted from [144],
(b) and (c) are provided by Fahd A. Mohiyaddin from IMEC, Belgium.

(Pd), Aluminium (Al), titanium nitride (TiN) and poly-silicon (PolyS, highly doped

silicon). The latter two materials are used as top gates in chapter 5 and have been

studied both experimentally and theoretically. In this paper, it has been shown that

TiN induces biaxial compressive strain and due to the sub-10 nm thick oxide, the strain

induced by the top gate has a huge impact on the mobility of the sample compared to

the same sample with a PolyS top gate (see figure 5.7). The calculated compressive

strain induced by the TiN top gate is around half an order of magnitude larger than

the one induced by the PolyS top gate, which reduces the mobility by approximately

60%. The full model and explanation can be found in chapter 5.
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Crystal structure dependent terms There are additional scattering mechanisms

but all of them are either irrelevant due to the crystal structure of silicon or so small

in comparison to the main two scattering mechanisms (Coulomb and interface scatter-

ing) that they can be neglected. Examples for crystal structure dependent scattering

mechanisms are piezoelectric and alloy scattering [145]. Both scattering processes come

with two different atom types in the unit cell which creates a dipole moment and thus

local electric fields. If strain is applied to the system, these local electric fields are

disturbed, thereby causing scattering of charge carriers at these centres. This effect is

rather small but can be a large intervening factor if temperatures are low enough, so

whenever other scattering processes are being suppressed. The scattering rate can be

described by the following formula

1
τpz

=
√

m∗e2K2kbT

23/2πℏ2ε0εSi

E−1/2 (2.27)

which shows that the scattering rate is inverse proportional to the square root of the

energy E and thus to density [145]. K denotes the dimensionless electromechanical cou-

pling constant, connecting the piezoelectric constant epz with the dielectric constants

ε0 and epsilonSi and the longitudinal elastic constant cl in the following way

K2

1 − K2 =
e2

pz

ε0εSicl

. (2.28)

However, as mentioned above, this effect is only relevant for polar semiconductors,

most prominent in wurzite crystals like the II-VI semiconductor CdS where the dipole

is large enough to make the piezoelectric scattering rate the dominant effect.

Another dipole effect is alloy scattering which again only occurs in compound materials

like GaAs or CdS. Alloy scattering happens when the regularity of the crystal structure

is disturbed by a random dislocation of an atom or a swap of two atoms. The effect is

rather small, but can have an impact under certain circumstances [146, 147].
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2.2.4 Dielectric response function

In equation 2.16, the dielectric response function ε(q, T, Γ) has been introduced. This

function combines the effects of the interaction potential V (q), the compressibility of an

electron gas g0 and the correction of the response function for two-dimensional systems

and low electron density G(q) in the following way if collisional broadening is neglected

and at T = 0 [137]

ε(q, 0, 0) = α
(

1 − α − 1
α

√
1 − 4k2

F/q2θ(2kF − q)
)

(2.29)

where

α = 1 + V (q)g0(q, T = 0, Γ = 0)(1 − G(q)). (2.30)

θ represents a step function, if θ = 0 for q < 2kF and θ = 1 for q ≥ 2kF . When

analysing the integral boundaries in equation 2.16, one can reduce equation 2.29 to

ε = α, neglecting the correction term inside the brackets as they always go to 0 inside

the boundaries. The correction term G(q) and the interaction potential V (q) can be

written as

G(q) = q

4
√

q2 + k2
F

(2.31)

V (q) = e2

2ε0εSiq0F (q) (2.32)

with the form factor F (q) described in terms of b from equation 2.21

F (q) = 1
16 (1 + εox/εsi)

8 + 9q/b + 3q2/b2

(1 + q/b)3 + 1
2 · 1 − εox/εsi

(1 + q/b)6 . (2.33)

The compressibility g0 is equal to the density of states in a two-dimensional electron

gas ρF = 2m∗/πℏ2 multiplied with a temperature dependent correction term and an

additional smearing p(E)

g0 = 2m∗

πℏ2 ·
(

1 − 0.268
(

T

EF

)1/2
)

p(E). (2.34)
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The smearing can be written with a characteristic value of σ ≈ 1-2 meV. σ represents

the amount of band tailing in a given system and in this equation, it suppresses the

mobility at low electron densities [137, 148]. Explicitly one gets

p(E) = 0.5 · erfc
(

E√
2σ

)
. (2.35)

σ can also be calculated using the theory by Arnold, who describes the band tailing

with a fluctuating potential caused by the remote background charges NC [148]. With

d denoting the average distance between electrons and the Coulomb centres one can

write σ as follows

σ2 = NC
(e2λ)2

(d28π2ε2
0(εox + εSi))2 . (2.36)

The screening wavelength is inverse proportional to the density of states D(E) =

D0p(E) at the energy level E and is written as

λ(EF ) = ε0εSi

2πe2 · D(E) . (2.37)

The mobility of a two-dimensional electron gas is temperature-dependent. In

this model, temperature is added to the equation by making the compressibility

temperature-dependent as can be seen in equation 2.34. The effects on the scattering

rate have been calculated by Gold and Dolgopolov [149], which results in the following

series
1

τ(q, T, Γ = 0) = 1
τ(q, 0, 0) +

inf∑
n=1

1
τn(q, T, 0) . (2.38)

with 1/tau(q, 0, 0) as described in equation 2.16 and

1
τn(q, T, 0) = n + 1

2πℏEF

∫ 2kF

0
dq

q2√
4k2

F − q2

〈|U(q)〉 |2

ε(q, T = 0, Γ = 0)2

·
(

V (q)(1 − G(q)∆g0(q, T, EF )
ε(q, T = 0, Γ = 0)

)n

.

(2.39)

∆g0 = g0 − ρF stands for the reduced compressibility, which only includes the
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temperature-dependent correction. Those temperature-dependent correction terms

regarding the equation 2.16 are almost equal to the original term for T = 0, except for

some additional factors, and for temperatures below 5 K the first two terms dominate.

Above 5 K, other scattering mechanisms have to be included. For silicon, this would

mainly be the electron-phonon scattering term because lattice vibrations are not

negligible any more.

Combining all of the mobility-limiting factors, the dielectric response function as well as

the temperature-dependent terms, we receive a well-rounded model which gives insight

into the quality of the interface as well as the quality of the sample in general. The

application of this model is discussed in chapter 5 in which high mobility SiMOSFET

samples have been investigated at various temperatures.
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3.1 Abstract

We investigate the etching of a pure hydrogen plasma on graphite samples and graphene

flakes on SiO2 and hexagonal Boron-Nitride (hBN) substrates. The pressure and dis-

tance dependence of the graphite exposure experiments reveals the existence of two

distinct plasma regimes: the direct and the remote plasma regime. Graphite surfaces

exposed directly to the hydrogen plasma exhibit numerous etch pits of various size and

depth, indicating continuous defect creation throughout the etching process. In con-

trast, anisotropic etching forming regular and symmetric hexagons starting only from

preexisting defects and edges is seen in the remote plasma regime, where the sample is

located downstream, outside of the glowing plasma.

This regime is possible in a narrow window of parameters where essentially all ions

have already recombined, yet a flux of H-radicals performing anisotropic etching is still

present. At the required process pressures, the radicals can recombine only on surfaces,

not in the gas itself. Thus, the tube material needs to exhibit a sufficiently low H

radical recombination coefficient, such as found for quartz or pyrex. In the remote

regime, we investigate the etching of single layer and bilayer graphene on SiO2 and

hBN substrates. We find isotropic etching for single layer graphene on SiO2, whereas

we observe highly anisotropic etching for graphene on a hBN substrate. For bilayer

graphene, anisotropic etching is observed on both substrates. Finally, we demonstrate

the use of artificial defects to create well defined graphene nanostructures with clean

crystallographic edges.
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3.2 Introduction

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have emerged as a promising platform for graphene

nano devices, including a range of intriguing quantum phenomena beyond opening of a

confinement induced band gap [11, 26, 51, 150, 151]. In armchair GNRs, giant Rashba

spin-orbit coupling can be induced with nanomagnets, leading to helical modes and

spin filtering [23]. Further, Majorana fermions localized at the ends of the ribbon were

predicted in proximity of an s-wave superconductor [23]. Zigzag ribbons, on the other

hand, were proposed as a promising system for spin filters [151]. Theory showed that

electronic states in zigzag ribbons are strongly confined to the edge [26, 150, 151],

recently observed in experiments [152–155]. Further, edge magnetism was predicted to

emerge at low temperatures [26, 44, 51, 150, 156], with opposite GNR edges magnetized

in opposite directions. High quality, crystallographic edges are very important here,

since edge disorder suppresses magnetic correlations [44] and tends to cause electron

localization, inhibiting transport studies. GNRs fabricated with standard electron

beam lithography (EBL) and Ar/O2 etching typically exhibit pronounced disorder

[157–163], complicating transport studies.

Fabrication methods creating ribbons with clean crystallographic edges were recently

developed, including carbon nanotube unzipping [61, 64], ultrasonication of intercalated

graphite [62], chemical bottom up approaches [56, 57], anisotropic etching by nickel

nanoparticles [164], or during CVD processing [165–167], or carbothermal etching of

graphene sheets [168–171]. Here, we use a hydrogen (H) plasma etching technique

[25, 72, 172–174] because it allows precise, top-down and on-demand positioning and

tailoring of graphene nanostructures. Such nanostructures can easily be designed to

spread out into larger graphene areas incorporated into the same graphene sheet, thus

providing for a relatively easy way to make electrical contacts.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

In this work, we investigate the anisotropic H plasma etching of graphite surfaces

in dependence of the gas pressure and the sample - plasma distance (see Methods).

We find that the etching characteristics can be divided into a direct and a remote

plasma regime. In the direct plasma regime, the sample is placed within the glowing

plasma, and surfaces show many hexagons of various sizes indicating a continuous defect

induction throughout the etching process. In the remote plasma regime, on the other

hand, the sample is placed downstream of the glowing plasma, and etching occurs

only from preexisting defects which makes the fabrication of well defined graphene

nanostructures possible. Further, we have prepared single layer (SL) and bilayer (BL)

graphene flakes on SiO2 and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) substrates and exposed

them to the remote H plasma. We observe a strong dependence of the anisotropy

of the etch on the substrate material. SL graphene on SiO2 is etched isotropically,

confirming previous findings [172, 175], whereas we observe highly anisotropic etching of

SL graphene on hBN [176], producing very regular and symmetric hexagonal etch pits.

Anisotropic etching of SL graphene on hBN offers the possibility to fabricate diverse

graphene nanostructure with well defined edges (e.g. GNRs) and allows investigation

of their intrinsic electronic transport properties.

3.3.1 Distance Dependence

We first investigated graphite flakes, allowing for rather simple and fast processing.

The graphite specimen [177] were cleaned by peeling with scotch tape and subsequently

exposed for one hour to a pure H plasma at a temperature T = 400 ℃ and a distance

d from the end of the surfatron. We first present the distance dependence of the H

plasma process. Figure 3.1a shows AFM topography scans for exposures of one hour

at four different distances at constant pressure p = 1 mbar. At the larger distances,

etch pits of monolayer step height are created upon plasma exposure, exhibiting a
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regular hexagonal shape and demonstrating a strongly anisotropic process [25, 72]. All

observed hexagons exhibit the same orientation. From previous studies, it is known

that hexagons created by exposure to a remote H plasma exhibit edges pointing along

the zigzag direction [25, 72]. As the sample is brought closer to the plasma, significantly

more etch pits appear, often located at the border of existing holes, sharing one common

hexagon side (see Figure 3.1a, d = 42 cm). For the closest position d = 37 cm – unlike

the larger distances – the sample is located within the visible plasma glow region,

resulting in a strong and several layers deep scarring of the entire surface.

To quantitatively study the distance dependence, we evaluated larger images to gather

better statistics and plot histograms showing the number of holes as a function of

diameter, see Figure 3.1b-d. The overall number of holes obviously increases strongly

with decreasing sample-surfatron distance d. For small distances, a wide distribution of

diameters is seen, ranging from several 100 nm down to nearly vanishing hexagon size,

suggesting that new defects serving as etch seeds are created throughout the exposure

time. The width of the hole diameter distribution is given by the anisotropic etch rate

and the exposure duration in this regime. For larger d, on the other hand, the few holes

seen have comparable diameters, consistent with etching proceeding predominantly

from preexisting graphite defects, without adding new defects. This results in a narrow

width of the distribution of hole sizes. As previously reported [25, 72, 172], exposure

to energetic ions seems to create defects, while exposure to hydrogen radicals appears

to result in anisotropic etching and growth of hexagons centered around preexisting

defects and borders.
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Figure 3.1: Distance dependence of graphite exposures
(a) AFM images (tapping mode) of graphite surfaces for various distances d, as labeled,
all exposed to the plasma for 1 h at p = 1 mbar and T = 400◦C, all shown on the same
color scale. Main panels are 3 × 3 µm2, scale bar is 1 µm, insets (dashed white boxes)
are 0.25 × 0.25 µm2. Slight hexagon distortion at 42 cm is an imaging artefact due
to drift. See SOM for the complete distance and pressure matrix. (b-d) Histograms
obtained from 10 × 10 µm2 scans, showing the number of holes against hole diameter
(bin size 20 nm). (e) The size of the circle markers corresponds to the width of the
diameter distribution. The color indicates the number of holes, with red corresponding
to large number of holes. For samples located within the glowing plasma (red circles),
a lower bound of 300 holes and a minimum width of distribution of diameter of 600 nm
is shown.
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3.3.2 Pressure Dependence

Next, we turn to the pressure dependence. In Figure 3.2a, AFM topography images

are shown at four different pressures p at constant distance d = 52 cm. The number of

holes increases with decreasing pressure, similar to decreasing distance, giving rise to

etch pits of monolayer step height at intermediate pressures. At the highest pressures,

however, no etch pits were observed, in strong contrast to the lowest pressure, where

ubiquitous and deep etching is seen, demonstrating the strong influence of p. Analyzing

the etch pits using histograms confirms that p and d have a similar influence on the

etching process (compare Figure 3.2b, c with Figure 3.1b-d). Figure 3.1e summarizes

the histograms of all investigated graphite samples (see supplementary online material

(SOM)), using color to represent the number of holes, while the size of each marker

is proportional to the width of the distribution of hole diameters. A clear correlation

between the number of holes and the width of the distribution is seen: the largest

circles are red, while the small circles are purple.

The analysis of the graphite exposure data leads to two qualitatively different types of

processes: the direct and the remote plasma regime. In the direct plasma regime (large,

red circles, Figure 3.1e), the sample is located directly within the plasma discharge

region, hence exposing it to large densities of radicals and ions, capable of inducing

defects throughout the exposure, giving a broad hole diameter distribution. In the

remote plasma regime (small, purple circles, Figure 3.1e), on the other hand, the sample

is positioned outside, downstream of the plasma generation region, where ions have

recombined and only a residual flux of radicals is present. There, etching proceeds

predominantly from preexisting defects and edges, leaving the basal planes mostly

untouched. In this regime, a narrow distribution of hole diameters results, centered

around the diameter given by the anisotropic etch rate and the exposure time. See

SOM for more details.
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Figure 3.2: Pressure dependence of graphite exposures
(a) AFM images (tapping mode) of graphite surfaces for various p, as indicated, exposed
for one hour at d = 52 cm and T = 400◦C, all shown on the same color scale. All panels
are 3 × 3 µm2, scale bar is 1 µm. (b,c) Histograms from 10 × 10 µm2 scans, displaying
the number of holes against hole diameter (bin size 20 nm) for p as labeled. (d) Length
Lg of the optically visible plasma as a function of p. The dashed curve is a 1/

√
p fit.

(e) Number of holes versus distance from plasma edge d − Lg. A lower bound of 300
holes is given for the heavily etched cases where an exact hole-count was not feasible.
The dashed black line is an exponential fit to the data with < 300 holes with 1/e decay
length ∼ 5 cm.
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Further, there is an intimate connection between distance and pressure: lower pres-

sure results in a longer gas mean free path and therefore a larger average distance

for recombination in the diffusive gas. This results in a larger length of the plasma

column Lg(p), measured from the edge of the visibly glowing plasma to the surfatron,

see Figure 3.2d. Thus, changing the pressure with fixed sample position modifies the

distance between sample and plasma edge. Hence, it is useful to introduce an effective

distance d′ = d−Lg(p), the distance from the sample to the edge of the glowing plasma.

Thus, d′ ≲ 0 roughly marks the direct plasma regime while d′ � 0 signifies the remote

plasma regime. Reactive particles are generated inside the plasma column and start

recombining once they have left the plasma generation region.

The reaction kinetics in low temperature H plasmas are highly non-trivial despite the

relatively simple chemical composition [178]. Nevertheless, it is well known that at the

pressures used here (p ∼ 1 mbar), the predominant radical decay mechanism is surface

mediated association rather than gas collisions. Two colliding H atoms require a third

body to carry away the excess energy for association to occur [179]. However, under

the present conditions, three body collisions are very unlikely, thus leaving only the

surface assisted process (which also leads to surface heating [76]). Recombination of

ions, in contrast, can also occur through an additional collisional channel, in absence of

a surface. Which species – ions or radicals – decay on a shorter length scale downstream

of the plasma edge thus depends on both the surface properties and gas parameters.

For anisotropic etching without defect creation, a flux of H radicals in absence of ions

is needed, as previously reported [25, 72, 172], thus requiring the ion density to decay

on a shorter length than the radicals.

The surface attenuation of H radicals thus plays an important role, and was previously

studied [75, 76]. Some glasses such as pyrex or quartz – as used in our experiments –

were identified as a materials with a low recombination coefficient, particularly com-

pared to some common metallic surfaces such as stainless steel and aluminum. This

weak surface attenuation can open a downstream window offering a flux of H radicals
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while essentially all ions have already recombined, as desired and achieved here, see e.g.

Figure 3.1b, 3.2b and 3 (below). Nevertheless, the etch rate in the downstream window

was observed to decrease slowly over long periods of time, reaching a vanishingly small

etch rate after more than 100 hours of plasma exposure. The elevated temperatures in

the furnace may enhance impurity migration towards the surfaces of the tube, possibly

amplifying the surface attenuation of H radicals. Larger anisotropic etch rates were

observed when utilizing higher purity quartz tubes manufactured from synthetic fused

silica [180], supporting the assumption of the role of impurities. High impurity content

and even small amounts of metallic deposition on the tube wall give wave damping due

to dielectric losses and result in an enhanced decay of radicals.

To study the decay of reactive species, we note that the ion flux is proportional to

the number of holes created. We find a roughly exponential decrease of the number of

holes with distance, see Figure 3.2e and SOM, with a 1/e decay length of about 5 cm.

The anisotropic etch rate, on the other hand, is related to the flux of H radicals. We

extract the anisotropic etch rate, defined as the growth per unit time of the radius of

a circle inscribed to the hexagonal etch pit, averaged over a number of holes, shown

in Figure 3.4a. Only the largest set of hexagons of each exposed graphite sample were

evaluated to obtain the etch rate, since smaller holes might not have etched from the

beginning of the exposure. As expected, the anisotropic etch rate is largest for small

distances, falling off quickly with increasing separation from the plasma edge. There

is also an apparent pressure dependence, with larger pressures tending to give lower

etch rates, see Figure 3.4a. Given only two or three points along the d-axis for each

pressure, and only few holes for some parameter sets (d, p), a reliable H-radical decay

length cannot be extracted from these data. A theoretical estimate gives an H-radical

decay length of ∼ 12 cm, see SOM, in agreement with observations in Figure 3.4a, and

longer than the ion decay length of 5 cm, as observed. The etch rates we extract are a

few nm per min at 400 ◦C, consistent with previous reports [72, 172].
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3.3.3 Substrate Dependence

Next, we study the plasma exposure of SL and BL graphene exfoliated onto a SiO2 sub-

strate using the established tape method [21]. We patterned disks using standard EBL

and reactive ion etching with an Ar/O2 plasma, resulting in circular graphene holes

which were subsequently exposed to the remote H plasma in the regime where H radi-

cals but essentially no ions are present, as determined from the graphite experiments.

BL graphene grows regular hexagons with parallel sides (see Figure 3.3b), as expected

from the graphite results. SL graphene, on the other hand, displayed mostly round

holes (see Figure 3.3a), though some weakly developed, irregular hexagonal shapes are

also occasionally seen. Further, several additional, not EBL defined holes appear on

the SL after exposure, all smaller than the EBL initiated etch pits. After a second

plasma exposure, the number of holes on the SL increased further, indicating gener-

ation of new defects, while only EBL defined holes appear on the BL. Note that the

SL and BL regions shown in Figure 3.3a and b are located on the same graphene flake,

ensuring identical plasma conditions.

In addition, the average hole diameter on SL is visibly larger than on the BL (Fig-

ure 3.3a and b) after the same exposure time, indicating a faster etch rate on SL. Thus,

SL on SiO2 is more reactive when exposed to the plasma and no longer anisotropic

when exposing . This is consistent with previous reports [172, 175, 176], and is sus-

pected to arise from charge inhomogeneities in the SiO2 substrate [181–183] or other

SiO2 surface properties. A broad range of plasma parameters in the remote regime

were investigated for SL and BL samples on SiO2, giving qualitatively similar results

(isotropic SL etching). The etch rate for SL and BL on SiO2 is shown in Figure 3.4b.

For the SL samples, only the EBL defined holes were evaluated, ignoring the plasma

induced defects, since these do not etch from the beginning of the exposure. Clearly,

for all plasma parameters studied, SL exhibits a significantly larger etch rate compared

to BL [72, 175], as already visible from the AFM images in Figure 3.3a and b.

The temperature dependence of the etch rate for both SL and BL on SiO2 is shown in
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Figure 3.3: Substrate dependence of SL/BL graphene (a,b) AFM phase con-
trast images of a SL (a) and BL (b) section of the same flake on a SiO2 substrate, etched
for 1 h at T = 450 ℃. Round holes of 50 nm diameter were defined before H-etching.
AFM topography image of a SL (c) and BL (d) flake on hBN etched for 5 h and 22 h,
respectively. Holes of 200 nm (SL) and 100 nm (BL) were defined before etching. For
(d) the color scale values are divided by four. The scale bars on all images are 1 µm.

Figure 3.4c. The etch rates are strongly reduced at temperatures far above and below

the process temperature, consistent with previous reports [72, 175], and consistent

with reported hydrogen recombination rates on quartz increasing dramatically with

temperature [184].

To study the substrate dependence, we use high-quality hBN crystals as grown in

Ref. [185]. SL and BL graphene were aligned and deposited onto areas covered with

several 10 nm thick hBN lying on a SiO2 substrate, following the recipe of Ref. [96].

Then, the same fabrication steps were repeated as before to fabricate circular graphene

holes. Figure 3.3c shows an AFM topography image of SL graphene on hBN after 5 h

of remote H plasma exposure. Clearly, very regular and well aligned hexagonal holes

are visible, indicating a highly anisotropic etch. Etching of the hBN substrate by the H

plasma was not observed, see profiles in SOM. We observed this anisotropic SL graphene

etching on hBN in more than 10 samples demonstrating the high reproducability of

the process.
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µ

Figure 3.4: Anisotropic etch rates (a) Graphite anisotropic etch rate versus
distance from plasma d − Lg for several configurations. (b) Etch rate of SL and BL
on SiO2 at indicated parameters. (c) Temperature dependence of the etch rate of SL
and BL samples on SiO2. Error bars are standard deviations. (d) Average radius of a
circle inscribed to the hexagonal etch pits as a function of exposure time for SL on hBN.
Several etch pits were evaluated in order to obtain average size and standard deviation,
where the latter is smaller than the diameter of the marker circle. The dashed red line
is a linear fit to the points at ≤ 5 h, the blue curve is a tanh-fit shown as a guide for
the eye.

In Figure 3.3d we present an AFM topography image of a BL graphene flake on hBN

which was exposed to the H plasma for 22 h. We observe anisotropic etching of the

BL flake with a slightly higher etch rate for the top layer (∼ 0.3 nm/min) compared

to the bottom layer (∼ 0.2 nm/min), leading to a staircase-like structure at the etch

pit borders. As seen in Figure 3.3d, the hexagons in the bottom and the top layer

are of the same orientation. We note that the bottom layer is on hBN while the top

layer is laying on graphene. The situation of the top layer is comparable to the SL

etching on a graphite surface, where it was shown that the edges of the hexagons are

aligned with the zigzag direction of the graphite lattice [25, 72]. Since the bottom layer

exhibits hexagons oriented in the same direction as the hexagons emerging on the top

layer, this further confirms that the etching of SL graphene on hBN is yielding etch

pits oriented along the zigzag direction. The ribbon defined by the two left hexagons
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in Figure 3.3d has a width of about 20 nm, demonstrating the fabrication of nanoscale

graphene structures with a remote H plasma.

The size of the SL hexagons as a function of exposure time is shown in Figure 3.4d. A

linear fit (dashed red) is clearly over estimating the etch rate for long exposure times,

deviating from the data by several standard deviations for the longest times. This

hints towards either an insufficient H atom collection mechanism as the etch pits are

growing larger or an aging effect of the tube as discussed above.

Raman spectroscopy on SL and BL samples on hBN was performed before and after H

plasma etching. The D and D′ disorder peaks were not seen (see SOM), both before and

after H plasma etching. This suggests that neither defect formation nor hydrogenation

[186–189] is occurring in the bulk 2D during plasma etching, taking into account the

annealing of the sample during the cool down phase [187], opening the door for high

quality electrical properties.

The EBL defined circles stand very clearly visible in the center of the hexagons as an

elevated region, as seen in Figure 3.3c and d, growing in height but not diameter upon

further H plasma exposure. These discs appear also away from the graphene flakes

directly on the hBN, wherever circles were EBL/Ar/O2-plasma defined. However,

these elevated regions are also observed to shrink in height in ambient conditions. For

a better understanding of the composition and behaviour of these surface structures,

further investigations are required, which are however beyond the scope of this work.

In addition, the adhesion between graphene and hBN often appears to be rather poor.

Graphene flakes of several micrometres in length seem to be tilted with respect to the

circular pillars induced by EBL. AFM tip forces or elevated temperatures may have

shifted the flakes from their original position [190, 191].
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3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have investigated the pressure and distance dependence of the

anisotropic etching of graphite surfaces in a H plasma. We have found that the etching

characteristics can be divided into two regimes, the remote and the direct plasma

regime. In the remote region of the plasma (d′ > 0) etching only occurs at preexisting

defect sites whereas for d′ < 0 new defects are induced. Further, we have prepared SL

and BL graphene flakes on SiO2 and hBN substrates and exposed them to the remote

H plasma. We observed isotropic etching of SL graphene on SiO2, whereas on hBN

it is highly anisotropic, exhibiting very regular and symmetric hexagonal etch pits.

BL graphene, on the other hand, did not show a substrate dependence of the etching

character and was anisotropic for both substrates.

By inducing artificial defects by lithographic means it becomes possible to pattern

graphene nanostructures of various geometries with clean crystallographic edges defined

by the etching in a remote H plasma. This leads to the opportunity to fabricate GNRs

with well defined edges on a well suited substrate for electronic transport experiments,

such as hBN. It would be interesting to study the etching process in dependence of

the graphene electrochemical potential, which can be adjusted in-situ with a back gate

during the etching process. Also, a remote nitrogen plasma [73] could be investigated

to be potentially used in a similar way to define armchair edges via anisotropic etching

of atomic nitrogen.
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Figure 3.5: Setup of the plasma furnace. The quartz tube has a length of ca. 1 m
and a diameter of 80 mm (drawing not to scale).

3.5 Materials and Methods

A pure H plasma was created in a quartz tube through a matching network by a

13.56 MHz radio frequency (RF) generator at a typical power of 30 W. See Figure 3.5 for

a sketch of the setup. This RF power was capacitively coupled to the 80 mm diameter

tube by an outer electrode acting as a surfatron [192]. The pressure was regulated

using a needle valve for 20 SCCM H gas flow of purity 6N. The sample was placed at

a distance d from the end of the surfatron, was electrically floating and a three-zone

furnace controlled the temperature T . The ion impact energy is roughly the difference

between the plasma potential and the floating potential and is around 10 − 15 eV with

an average ion mass of 2 amu. We estimate the ion flux to be significantly lower than

1015 ions/cm2s measured for a similar plasma setup but at lower pressure [189]. In order

to characterize and optimize the anisotropic etching process, we studied the influence

of pressure, distance, and temperature on the etching process, generally finding good

repeatability. In particular, the graphene on hBN exposures have been reproduced

more than ten times. Data points where a technical malfunction has occurred are not

included in the evaluation.
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3.8 Supplementary Information

3.8.1 Direct and remote plasma region

In Figure 3.6, AFM scans acquired after exposure of natural graphite samples for 1

hour to a pure hydrogen (H) plasma at a power of 30 W depict the influence of the

pressure and distance on the etching strength and type. For every pressure and distance

combination a new graphite sample was fabricated as described in the main text. The

matrix representation of the AFM scans of the complete set of investigated parameters

remarkably demonstrates the transition from soft anisotropic etching (above or to the

right of the cyan line) including only H atoms, to strong etching parameters (below

or to the left of the cyan line) comprising also ions. The separation between the two

regimes is based upon the size distribution of the hexagonal pits as ions are expected to

induce defects acting as new etch sites throughout the whole exposure time. Lowering

the pressure as well as decreasing the distance has the effect to increase the number

of holes as well as the size distribution and depth of the etch pits, demonstrating an
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increase of the reactive particle density. On some of the AFM images, unintentional

growth or deposition of some additional nanostructures such as worms or particles is

seen, e.g. d = 42 cm and p = 1.4 mbar or p = 0.7 mbar.

For all AFM scans shown in Figure 3.6, the number of holes and their respective

diameters are evaluated and plotted in histograms shown in Figure 3.7, describing a

comparable picture as the AFM topography scans. Again, not only the amount of

holes but also the width of the diameter distribution shows a strong dependence on

pressure and distance. As for the AFM scans, the remote (upper right) and the direct

(lower left) plasma region can be distinguished using the widths of the distributions in

the histograms. In the lower right panels we estimated the number of holes for each

diameter to > 12 and the width of the diameter distribution to be at least 600 nm, since

an exact investigation of the hole number and diameter was not feasible (see Figure

3.6).

The number of hexagons etched into the graphite surface as well as the width of the

hole diameter distribution reflect the number of ions inducing defects on the graphitic

surface, assuming a low intrinsic defect density on the surface of the graphite samples.

3.8.2 Exponential decay of reactive particles

The number of holes (purple) and the width of the diameter distribution (orange) is

shown in Figure 3.8 against the distance between the plasma edge and the sample,

d′ = d − Lg. For d′ < 0 the sample is directly exposed to the glowing plasma, hence

experiencing the impact of ions perforating the graphite surface with uncountable,

several layers deep holes. For d′ > 0 on the other hand, the hole number and the

width of the hole distribution both appear to roughly decay exponentially with larger

sample-plasma distance, with an 1/e decay length of ∼ 5 cm extracted from a fit to an

exponential (dashed lines).
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Figure 3.6: Distance and pressure dependence of graphite plasma exposure.
AFM topography scans at all parameters investigated in Figure 1E in the main paper.
All AFM images are 2 × 2 µm2 in size. The cyan curve marks the transition from
the remote (upper right) to the direct (lower left) plasma region. On some surfaces,
particles are visible which probably are amorphous carbon residues, either grown or
deposited during the etching process (see AFM scans for p = 0.7 mbar and d = 37 cm
or p = 1.4 mbar and d = 42 cm).
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Figure 3.7: Distance and pressure dependence of graphite plasma exposure.
Histograms (10 nm bin size) showing the number of holes for all pressure and distance
parameters corresponding to Figure 3.6, obtained from 10 × 10 µm2 AFM scans. For
AFM scans of strongly etched surfaces, we plot 12 holes for every hole diameter.

The radical concentration is decaying exponentially when moving down the axis of the

tube, and is given by [76, 184]

[H] = [H]0 · exp (−a
√

pd′) (3.1)

with sample-plasma edge distance d′, concentration [H]0 at d′ = 0, pressure p, and the

geometrical factor a:

a =
√

vthermγ

R · D′ . (3.2)
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Figure 3.8: Number of holes (purple, left axis) and width of diameter distribution
(orange, right axis) as a function of effective distance d′ = d − Lg.

Here, vtherm =
√

8kBT/(πm) ≈ 2′750 m/s is the molecular H2 thermal velocity, with

Boltzmann constant kB, hydrogen mass m and temperature T . The material dependent

recombination coefficient [76, 184] of the radicals is γ ≈ 7.5·10−4, R = 4 cm is the radius

of the quartz tube and D′ = 7.39 atm cm2/s is the temperature dependent diffusion

coefficient [193, 194] taken here at ∼ 700 K from Ref. [193]. Note the explicit pressure

dependence of the decay length. Here, this results in a decay length of ≈ 12 cm at

p = 1 mbar, which is consistent with our data. As mentioned in the main manuscript,

the recombination of the radicals in the gas phase is expected to be irrelevant and

the radicals only recombine at the surface of the quartz tube for the pressure range

p ∼ 1 mbar used here.

3.8.3 Raman measurements before and after plasma exposure

The influence of the H atoms on the graphene quality was further investigated by

performing Raman measurements before, after 3 h and after 5 h of plasma exposure, as

shown in Figure 3.10. To compare the Raman traces, we subtracted the background

before normalizing the traces with the graphene G peak height at ≈ 1582cm−1. The

Raman scans taken on the bare hBN substrate in panel D are normalized to the SiO2
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Figure 3.9: AFM images of BL graphene on an hBN substrate time series
after 8 h, 12 h and 18 h of remote H-plasma exposure (upper panel). AFM profiles
(lower panel) taken along paths indicated in upper panel (color coded). Averaging
over the vertical range as indicated by the finite vertical width bars in the upper panel
is performed to obtain an improved signal. These cuts demonstrate that the hBN
substrate is not etched by the H-plasma, since the graphene step height is independent
of exposure time. The center pillar appears to be growing with exposure time.

peak (not visible) to allow comparison. All Raman measurements presented in this

work were acquired with a green laser with a wavelength of λ = 533 nm, where the

bulk hBN E2g peak at 1366 cm−1 and the graphene D-peak at 1350 cm−1) are close to

each other. Nevertheless, in many cases a weak D-peak can still be reliably extracted.

Panel D shows Raman spectra of the hBN flake before (yellow), after 3 h (blue) and

after 5 h (red) of remote H plasma etching. The hBN E2g peak [195] shape, height and

position does not significantly change, indicating no or only insignificant interaction of

the hBN with the H plasma. Panel E shows Raman spectra acquired on bulk graphene,
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again before (yellow), after 3 h (blue) and after 5 h (red) of H plasma etching. We

did not observe a D-peak in the bulk of the graphene flakes even after 15 h of plasma

etching (not shown), indicating no induction of defects or hydrogenation of our samples

[186, 187]. Note that after the end of the plasma exposure, the samples are annealed in

vacuum while the oven is cooling down from process temperature to room temperature.

Significant information about the type and quality of edge can in principle be obtained

from Raman spectra of the graphene edge [169]. However, care needs to be taken to

not overheat and possibly reconstruct or otherwise change the edge with the laser [196]

when illuminating the graphene edge on SiO2 at a laser power of 1.5 mW or more. Our

spectra do not meet these low power requirements. The damage threshold for graphene

on hBN is not known, and study of these effects goes beyond the scope of this work.
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•

•

•

•

Figure 3.10: Raman spectra and spatially resolved Raman scans of the hBN
sample in the main paper. Panel A: optical image of a graphene on hBN sample.
Panel B: Raman map of the 2D peak of the same graphene flake before H plasma
exposure. Panel C: AFM topography scan showing the region where the Raman single
spectra were taken. The scale bars in Panel A to C are 2 μm. Panel D and E: Raman
spectra of the bare hBN flake (panel D) and bulk graphene on hBN (panel E) before
(yellow), after 3 h (blue) and after 5 h (red) of remote plasma exposure. The Raman
spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. Panel F and G: 2D maps of the G peak (panel
F) and D peak (panel G) of the flake region shown in panel C.
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4.1 Introduction

In the previous part of this work, the focus of discussion has been lying on anisotropic

etching with a remote hydrogen plasma. The process creates hexagonal-shaped etch

pits with zigzag (ZZ) edge termination which can be used to fabricate nanoribbon

samples for electron transport studies. The main focus lies on the magnetic ordering

at the edges which results in spin-selective transport. Changing the gas used to create

the plasma from hydrogen to nitrogen changes the edge termination of the hexagonal-

shaped etch pits. Instead of ZZ terminated edges, the process results in armchair

(AC) edge termination [73]. This changes the electronic band structure as well as

the transport properties fundamentally (see section 2.1.2 for more details). In theory,

shifting the band structure in k-space and opening a gap at k = 0 will allow the

graphene nanoribbon to host Majorana fermions [23]. Experimentally, this can be

achieved by using a rotating magnetic field induced by nanomagnets and by proximity

induced superconductivity.

The first step in creating a sample for hosting Majorana fermions is the fabrication

of an AC-terminated nanoribbon. In order to accomplish that, we investigated the

etching induced by a remote nitrogen plasma. The investigated parameters were the

distance d from the plasma to the sample, the pressure p inside the reaction chamber

and the power P used to generate the plasma. The plasma itself was created using

a MKS Instruments 1kW remote process applicator driven by a solid state microwave

generator with an automatic impedance matching box in between. This setup allows for

a highly tunable nitrogen plasma containing the glowing region within the applicator

and, in theory, only N radicals are found outside of the applicator. In contrast to the

RF driven surfatron used in the previous work with a remote hydrogen plasma, the

generation of nitrogen radicals demands more energy because of the triple bond of N2

molecules. This could partially explain why no sign of anisotropic etching has been

seen in a previous study where the nitrogen plasma has been generated with an RF

source and only 30 W of power [197].
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Figure 4.1: Distance and pressure dependence of etch pits in graphite due
to nitrogen plasma exposure. There are two clear trends visible. Both the size and
amount of etch pits are reduced by either increasing the pressure or the distance to
the glowing region of the plasma. This is in agreement with the recombination rate of
active nitrogen species (ions), where the rate decreases for larger distances and higher
pressure. No hexagonal etch pits are visible because the anisotropic etching region
(remote plasma) has not been reached under all investigated conditions.
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4.2 Distance, Pressure and Power Dependence

In figure 4.1, we show the pressure and temperature dependence of the nitrogen plasma

induced etching at 800 ◦C. Overall, there are two clear trends visible. First, increasing

the pressure inside the reaction chamber reduces both the amount of etch pits and the

number of etched layers of graphite. Additionally, the more the pressure is increased,

the more the size of these etch pits is reduced. The same trend can be seen when

increasing the distance between the glowing region of the plasma and the sample itself.

Both phenomena can be explained by a reduced amount of active species, namely

nitrogen radicals and ions, due to the recombination at the reaction chamber walls.

At the same gas flow of nitrogen into the plasma zone, higher pressure results in more

collisions between two active species and subsequently into recombination to nitrogen

molecules which do not etch graphite. This is also true for the distance dependence,

as larger distances amount to more possible collisions. For single-layer etching, only

the regime at the largest investigated distance and pressure seems viable. However,

anisotropic etching has not even been seen in this remote regime where it should be

possible according to Zhang et al. [73].

We propose possible explanations for this non-existence of anisotropic etching in our

setup. Because nitrogen ions tend to etch isotropically and we only see round etch

pits, we believe that we are not yet in the purely remote regime needed for anisotropic

etching. To reach this regime, we would need to increase the distance to the glowing

part of the nitrogen plasma further by extending the reaction chamber. This has not

been done due to the non-availability of appropriately long suprasil tubes at the time.

Another reason why the anisotropic region has not been reached in our setup could be

the amount of gas or the speed of the gas flow passing over the samples. In contrast

to the previous work with a remote hydrogen plasma, no quartz diffuser plate has

been placed between the inlet of gas and the creation region of the plasma in our

experiments. This could lead to an increased speed of the gas through the reaction

chamber, therefore reducing the amount of possible collisions for ions to combine an
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Figure 4.2: Power dependence of etch pits in graphite due to nitrogen
plasma exposure. The applied power to the applicator seems to have no influence
on the amount and size of the etch pits in this regime. This can be either explained
that all nitrogen bonds have already been broken at the lowest applied power or that
not enough power has been applied to the system. Pressure applied in this series was
1.2 mbar at a distance of 50 cm.

so to inert nitrogen molecules. However, a control experiment with a remote hydrogen

plasma with the GHz source showed hexagonal-shaped etch pits of the same quality

and quantity as when the RF surfatron source is applied.

Another possible explanation for the isotropic etching could be the applied power to

create the plasma. We performed experiments ranging from 200 to 800 W of microwave

power but did not see any significant change in the shape of the etch pits (see figure

4.2). One note here is that the power injected by the solid state generator does not

necessarily add up to the same amount of power coupled into the plasma, as the match-

ing box inherently reduces the forwarded power due to its design. However, we deem

this negligible since the power loss is usually around 10% and thus not contributing

significantly to changing the etching from isotropic to anisotropic.

Finally, there is a small metallic portion of the applicator where it connects to the

suprasil tube. From previous studies it is known that ions and especially radicals

tend to recombine at walls due to catalytic effects. This is especially true for metallic

surfaces as the binding energy is significantly larger than for other surfaces such as

quartz or suprasil. We therefore introduced a small quartz tube to shield the gas flow
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from the metallic walls but it did not change the results in a meaningful way. The

etch pits stayed round and no anisotropic etching has been observed in any experiment

conducted in our laboratory.

4.3 Conclusion

In summary, we tried to exploit the anisotropic etching that a remote nitrogen plasma

is supposed to induce according to Zhang et al. [73]. During our testing, all experimen-

tally possible parameters such as distance to the plasma, pressure inside the reaction

chamber and applied power were varied over a large range. However, we were not able

to reach the anisotropic etching regime in our laboratory. We believe this to be linked

to our specific setup, where we were not able to reach the remote plasma regime where

only nitrogen radicals are present. This could be achieved by using a longer tube or

larger pressure, as both increase the recombination of nitrogen ions. As an outlook, if

the remote regime is reached, where only anisotropic etching happens, experiments will

shift to graphene samples because the parameters for anisotropic etching could change

when changing the substrate [198]. Further investigations into the edges using Raman

spectroscopy are then needed for the determination of the nanoribbon edge quality and

possible use for hosting Majorana fermions [23].
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5.1 Abstract

The quality of the semiconductor-barrier interface plays a pivotal role in the demonstra-

tion of high quality reproducible quantum dots for quantum information processing. In

this work, we have measured SiMOSFET Hall bars on undoped Si substrates in order

to investigate the quality of the devices fabricated in a full CMOS process. We report a

record mobility of 17.5×103 cm2/Vs with a sub-10 nm oxide thickness indicating a high

quality interface, suitable for future qubit applications. We also study the influence of

gate materials on the mobilities and discuss the underlying mechanisms, giving insight

into further material optimization for large scale quantum processors.

5.2 Introduction

The spin of an electron in Silicon has been considered as one of the most promising

candidates for large-scale quantum computers, due to its long coherence time, com-

pactness, potential to operate at relatively high temperatures, and compatibility with

CMOS technology for upscaling [10, 199, 200]. High fidelity single and two qubit oper-

ations have been demonstrated in academic lab-based devices [108, 201]. The scale up

process to multi-qubit arrays will however entail high quality qubits in large numbers,

necessitating a transition to industrial fabrication techniques [202].

While spin qubit-devices can be fabricated using semiconductor manufacturing tech-

niques, a detailed and careful analysis on the impact of different fabrication process

steps on the performance of spin qubits is crucial. Hallbar mobility is a widely used

metric to characterize the MOS interface quality, which can provide valuable feedback

to fabrication process optimization. In this work, we perform transport measurements

on SiMOSFETs and investigate the quantum Hall effect. The gate stack for SiMOS-

FET is the same as that for qubit integration [203]. We extract key characteristics

of the MOS gate stack such as critical density and mobility as well as transport and

quantum lifetimes. Comparing the obtained results to a transport model, we identify
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and quantify the leading scattering terms. Additionally, we explore possible mobility

limiting factors when changing the top gate material from PolySi to titanium nitride

(TiN).

The devices measured in this work are undoped inversion gated Hall bars fabricated in a

state-of-the art 300 mm fab line [203]. The starting substrate consists of a (100) silicon

wafer with a background doping <5×1015 cm−3. The Hall bar top gates are defined by

electron beam lithography and subsequent dry etching process, and the fanout metal

pins are defined by deep UV lithography. After depositing the gate material, the whole

wafer is covered with a passivation layer. In order to measure the electronic properties

of the investigated samples, a positive voltage has been applied to the top gate to

form a 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the interface of Si and SiO2. Throughout

this work, we perform four-wire electronic transport measurements using standard

lock-in techniques. Both the longitudinal and transverse Hall voltages were measured

simultaneously with differential voltage amplifiers. Additionally, the current through

the sample was measured using an IV transimpeadance amplifier. The measurements

were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 20 mK with a 9 T

magnet. Higher temperatures were achieved by heating the mixing chamber, resulting

in electron temperatures between 100 mK and 4.2 K.

5.3 Density and Mobility Study

Fig.5.1 shows the density and mobility study performed on a sample with a PolySi top

gate at three different temperatures. First, the density of charge carriers in the 2DEG

was extracted from the transverse Hall effect in the linear regime far from quantum

oscillations, particularly at the lowest temperature with magnetic field between ±1 T.

The density of charge carriers in the 2DEG has an overall linear dependence on the

applied top gate voltage VG as expected from a plate-capacitor model. Assuming the

relative dielectric constant εr(SiO2) = 3.9, we extract the thickness of the oxide and

obtain a value of 8.1 ± 0.1 nm. This in good agreement with the oxide thickness of
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Figure 5.1: Density and Mobility study (a) Linear relationship between 2DEG
sheet density nS and the top gate voltage VG. Below a top gate voltage of ≈ 0.4 V
the extracted density deviates from the expected linear behaviour as shown in the
inset. (b) Channel mobility µ measured as a function of nS and corresponding fit to
a mobility model (black) which includes scattering from charge impurities and surface
roughness. The inset shows a SEM image of a similar device as the one used during
the experiments with the same dimensions. (c) Channel mobility µ trends with respect
to temperature at various sheet densities. The symbols coincide with the ones used in
panel b. The dashed lines are linear fits to the extracted mobilities and appear curved
due to the logarithmic scale. (d) Longitudinal conductivity σxx in the low density range
and fit to a percolation theory (black). A linear trend with respect to temperature for
np is observed in the inset.
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8 nm defined during the fabrication process. As one can see in the inset of Fig.5.1a,

the extracted density deviates from a linear regime at very low VG near the threshold

voltage, particularly at the lowest temperature. A temperature dependent dielectric

constant would result in a temperature dependent slope of the nS regardless of the VG

[204], which is not observed in this study. Partial localization of charge carriers in the

disorder potential at low sheet density, on the other hand, could explain this [205].

Here, the disorder potential is mainly due to bulk charge scattering and scattering

from oxide charges. At these rather low densities close to the 2D Metal to Insulator

Transition (MIT), partial localization would effectively reduce the sheet density of

mobile carriers below a simple capacitor model, as observed, and thus slightly enhance

the mobility, which is inversely proportional to the density.

The extracted densities, in combination with the sheet conductance from the longi-

tudinal voltage measurements, allow for the calculation of the mobility µ at various

temperatures. The resulting curves are shown in Fig.5.1b. We measured a maximum

mobility of 17.5 × 103 cm2/Vs, among the highest mobility reported for SiMOSFET

devices with sub 10 nm oxide thickness [27–29]. We fit the mobility curve with the

Kruithof-Klapwijk-Bakker (KKB) model (Ref. [137]) which includes remote impurity

scattering and surface roughness terms [137, 149]. Solving the model self-consistently

for three separate temperatures (0.5, 0.9 and 4.2 K) yields the charged impurity cen-

ter density NC = 1.53 ± 0.03 × 1010 cm−2, the rms height of the amplitude of the

interface roughness ∆ = 5.9 ± 0.51 Å and the correlation length L = 1.8 ± 0.35 nm.

These numbers indicate a smooth and clean interface which is critical for future qubit

implementations.

As shown in Fig.5.1b, there is a slight deviation of the maximum mobility from the

theory curve at 0.9 K, and the theoretical curve does not agree with the reported data

for 0.1 K in the low density regime. This could be explained by the assumption of a

linear relationship between mobility and temperature in the KKB theory. According

to our fitting, this assumption seems to be only valid above 1 K and can become a
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more complex function of temperature below 1 K if the low density regime becomes

non-linear. This is due to the fact that the slightly reduced density (compared to the

capacitor model) results in a slightly higher mobility, explaining the deviation of our

data from the theory. Furthermore, for sheet densities nS close to the depletion charge

density ndep, the calculation of the finite extent of the wave function in the KKB the-

ory can become unreliable because of the assumed approximations. The theoretically

predicted curve can be recovered by using a linearly extrapolated density during the

calculation of the mobility. Further details are discussed in section 5.10.1.

Another key parameter is the percolation density, which indicates the minimum density

required to form a conducting channel. Generally, the percolation density describes the

disorder in the channel at low densities, where quantum devices typically operate. In

Fig.5.1d, we employed a MIT model in order to fit the density-dependent conductivity

σxx ∼ (n−np)p [128], where np and p are the percolation density and universal exponent,

respectively. However, this model is only valid in the low density regime and deviates

above n =8 × 1011 cm−2. We fixed the exponent p = 1.31, as expected in a two-

dimensional system, and allowed np to vary [128]. Our fits yield np = 1.86 × 1011 cm−2

at T = 4.2 K. As seen in the inset of 5.1d the extracted np decreases with decreasing

temperature, which is in agreement with previous studies [128], and is below 1 ×

1011 cm−2 at the lowest temperature. Such a low percolation density is among the

lowest reported for similar devices[28, 206]. The small percolation density and high

peak mobility indicate low interface disorder of the MOS gate stack, which is crucial

for large scale quantum dot arrays.

Additionally, we investigate the temperature dependence of mobility at various top

gate voltages. For sheet densities less than 2 × 1012 cm−2 the mobility is a function

of temperature, with a linear dependence for temperatures above 1 K (see Fig.5.1c).

The temperature dependence of the mobility is only visible for low electron densities

because mobilities at higher densities are limited by surface roughness, which is not

temperature dependent. Additionally, the peak mobility shifts to higher densities at
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higher temperatures due to the activation of background charges limiting the mobility

at high temperatures.

5.4 Transport Study

In order to extract more information about the transport properties and the dominating

scattering mechanism, we investigated the transverse resistance Rxy and longitudinal

resistivity ρxx in the quantum Hall regime. The magnetic field B was swept up to 8.5 T

at a fixed sheet density of 7.1×1011 cm−2 near the peak mobility. As shown in Fig.5.2a,

we observe Shubnikov-De Haas (SdH) oscillations starting at 0.8 T and begin to resolve

spin splitting at 3.2 T. The ρxx shows well developed zeros for magnetic fields larger

than 3.8 T. In combination with the single frequency of the SdH oscillations extracted

below 2.5 T and the absence of beatings strongly indicate single subband occupancy.

We further observe a four-fold degeneracy in the filling factor which changes to a

two-fold degeneracy as we increased the magnetic field (Fig.5.2b). The remaining two-

fold degeneracy is due to the two lowest lying valleys which are split off from the

remaining four valleys due to the z-confinement in Silicon (100) [207]. A linear fit of

the filling factor (Fig.5.2b) with respect to inverse magnetic field yields a sheet density

7.1 × 1011 cm−2 in agreement with the extracted Hall density, further confirming clean

single subband transport in the investigated samples.

Upon further investigations into the SdH oscillation amplitudes below 2.5 T, we were

able to extract an effective mass m∗ = 0.21 ± 0.02 · m0 from the temperature depen-

dent data, which corresponds to the transverse mass expected for Silicon samples with

similar background doping [100]. Further details are discussed in section 5.10.2. From

fitting the SdH envelope as a function of temperature and density, we can extract the

quantum lifetime τq. By combining τq, which includes all possible scattering events,

and the transport lifetime τt = e ∗ µ/m∗, which includes only the large angle scatter-

ing, we extract the so-called Dingle ratio τt/τq. The Dingle ratio thus characterizes

the dominant scattering mechanism ranging from a ratio of 1 for predominant large
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Figure 5.2: Extended Hall studies with transport properties (a) Longitudinal
resistivity ρxx (blue) and transverse resistance Rxy (black) at nS = 7.1 × 1011 cm−2 as
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that large angle scattering is most dominant scattering mechanism in this sample.
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Figure 5.3: Gate material study (a) The channel mobility µ with respect to sheet
density nS for PolySi (green) and TiN (violet), both at 4.2 K. The mobility shows a
decrease by a factor of three when changing the top gate material from PolySi to TiN.
(b) Longitudinal conductivity σxx with respect to sheet density. The fits to percolation
theory (black) show a significant difference between the PolySi and TiN percolation
densities.

angle scattering to values >> 1 for dominant small angle scattering. Fig.5.2c shows an

increase of the Dingle ratio from ≈ 1 to ≈ 2 with increasing temperature, indicating

a shift in the type of scattering dominating at different temperature ranges. We can

see an inverted trend for the Dingle ratio with respect to density. For a fixed temper-

ature of 0.5 K, we observe a decrease from a ratio of ≈ 1.5 to ≈ 1 by increasing the

density, again showing a slight shift towards large angle scattering. This is true for all

measured temperatures and densities. In all, the observed Dingle ratio around 1 to 2

shows that short range / large angle scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism

in this system, where the scattering centers are near or in the channel itself [100].

5.5 Influence of the Top Gate Material

Furthermore, we investigate the effect of two different gate metals on the mobility and

percolation density. We chose PolySi and titanium nitride (TiN) as top gate materials

since both are widely applied gating materials for integrated CMOS device fabrica-

tion. While PolySi has generally larger mobilities, which indicates a small disorder
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potential and therefore a low dot-to-dot variation, TiN exhibits low resistivity and is

superconducting at low temperatures, which is desirable for microwave qubit control

and readout. The density dependent mobilities at 4.2 K, for both TiN and PolySi are

shown in Fig.5.3a. There is a decrease by a factor of three in the maximum mobility

when changing the material from PolySi to TiN while all other parameters in the fab-

rication remain the same. To investigate the underlying mechanism for the mobility

difference, we perform high magnetic field Hall measurements on the TiN devices as

well. Unlike PolySi which shows vanishing ρxx in Fig.5.2a, ρxx of TiN does not have

well developed zeros. This can be attributed to the lower mobility and could be due

to multiple subband transport [208] (see section 5.10.3 for further details). At high

electron concentrations and in the presence of compressive stress, multiple subbands

can be occupied and thus introduce inter-subband scattering at low temperatures.

To explain the inter-subband scattering, we firstly consider the effect of strain. On

silicon (100) surfaces, materials used as top gates with certain coefficient of thermal

expansion (CTE) introduce compressive strain [209]. This leads to a decrease in the

energy splitting of two subsequent subbands [100, 210, 211]. Strain simulations, de-

scribed in Appendix D, indicate a large difference in strain between TiN and PolySi.

However, the strain could only decrease the TiN mobility by roughly 10 percent rather

than the three fold decrease observed [211]. This difference could be explained by the

oxygen scavenging of TiN on SiO2 [212]. When depositing TiN on a SiO2 surface,

SiO2 gets reduced to SiOx and the free oxygen combines with TiN to form TiO2 and

titanium oxynitride (TiNxOy). This process creates charged oxygen vacancies in the

SiO2 layer and because the oxide is very thin in these samples, the charge carriers can

then scatter at these defects thus reducing the overall mobility. Indeed, fits of the

KKB model to the TiN data indicate a significantly higher NC than PolySi consistent

with the scavenging hypothesis. Those two effects combined therefore could explain

the difference in mobilities between the two gate metals.
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5.6 Conclusion

In summary, we have characterized SiMOSFET samples using Hall effect measure-

ments. We found a record mobility of 17.5 × 103 cm2/Vs which is the highest reported

mobility to date for SiMOSFET samples with sub-10 nm oxide thickness. Further, we

have shown that the dominant mobility limiting factor are charges near the conducting

channel, which can be improved by further reducing the impurity levels in the sub-

strate. For example, an epitaxial layer can reach a background doping level of roughly

1 × 1012 cm−3, which is three orders of magnitude lower than the samples measured in

this study. Additionally, we show that the choice of top gate material directly affects

the mobility and percolation density. Factors such as strain and oxygen scavenging

could explain the strong influence on both parameters. This demonstrates that the

choice of top gate material is of paramount importance. The MOS interface has been

widely identified as the source for charge noise and disorder sites, which limits the

qubit performance and upscaling. To further improve the qubit device fabrication,

more systematical investigations are needed. The Hallbar mobility and the analysis

presented in this study could provide valuable insight into the gate stack over a large

device area and direct further fabrication optimizations, which could pave the way for

a large scale spin qubit processor integration with a full CMOS process.
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5.10 Appendix

5.10.1 Mobility as a function of linear density and MIT fitting range

During the calculation of the mobility at the lowest temperature, we observed a peak

mobility higher than the KKB model (see Fig.5.1b). We associated this deviation to

the non-linear density dependence in the small top gate voltage regime at the lowest

temperature as shown in the inset of Fig.5.1a. This assumption is further supported

because the theoretical curve can be recovered using a linear extrapolated density when

calculating the mobility (see Fig.5.4). This behaviour can be explained within the KKB

theory, where the depletion charge density ndep is implicitly assumed to be significantly

smaller than the sheet density nS especially in the critical regime of maximum mobility

[137]. If the density becomes non-linear, this violation of the linear density assumption

has a significant impact when calculating the finite extent of the wave function b within

the Coulomb scattering term 〈|UC(q)|2〉 and the dielectric response function ε. Further

research in this regime is needed in order to capture the behaviour found in this work,

but it exceeds the scope of this work. Nevertheless, we emphasize the mobility of 17.5×

103 cm2/Vs is the properly measured mobility, and the slightly lower peak mobility of

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4784856
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Figure 5.4: Mobility as a function of linear density and MIT fitting range
(a) When using a linearly extrapolated (instead of the carefully extracted) density
in order to calculate the mobility of our sample (blue), the peak mobility becomes
slightly smaller than previously demonstrated in Fig.5.1b. Additionally, we can fit the
KKB theory (black) self-consistently with the other temperature data highlighting the
importance of the density values. (b) By varying ∆ns for extracting the percolation
density np within the metal to insulator transition (MIT) model, we determine the
optimal fitting range. We chose ∆ns =3.2 × 1011 cm−2 (indicated by the red box)
because the extracted np does not change significantly while changing ∆ns.

16.5 × 103 cm2/Vs in Fig.5.4 is a modeled mobility assuming a linear density model.

The previous mobility record was ≈10 × 103 cm2/Vs for a comparable sample although

the oxide was slightly thicker in that work[28].

The metal to insulator transition model (MIT) we used in this work is only valid at

very low densities (below 1 × 1012 cm−2 and therefore is rather sensitive to the fitting

range. In order to find the appropriate fitting range, we varied both the minimum

and maximum value independently. As shown in Fig.5.4, we determined that fitting

the data between 2.7 × 1011 cm−2 and 6.0 × 1011 cm−2 yields the most reliable outcome

because variations in the fitting range do not significantly change the result.

5.10.2 Extraction of effective mass and quantum lifetime

In order validate our evaluation approach and our experiments, we extract the effective

mass from the temperature dependence of the SdH oscillations. For that, we subtract a

polynominal background from the ρxx data and use the following formula as described
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Figure 5.5: SdH oscillations (a) We can extract the effective mass by analysing
the temperature dependent SdH oscillations at various magnetic field values B. (b)
The envelope of the SdH oscillations in the fully spin and valley degenerate regime (<
2.5 T) we can extract the quantum lifetime τq for various densities. Curves are offset
for clarity.

in [213, 214]
∆ρxx(T )
∆ρxx(T0)

= T

T0
· sinh χ(T )

sinh χ(T0)
(5.1)

with χ(T ) = 2π2kBT/ℏωc and ωc = eB/m∗. Here, T is the temperature, T0 the lowest

temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, ℏ the reduced Plank constant, e the electric

charge, B the magnetic field and m∗ the effective mass. Using the effective mass as

the only free fit parameter, we extracted m∗ = 0.21 ± 0.02 · m0, which is close to the

expected value of m∗ = 0.19 · me.

Further, the envelope of the SdH oscillations allows for the extraction of the quantum

lifetime τq. For that, we use the following formula

ln

(
∆ρxx(B) sinh χ

χ

)
= C − πm∗

eBτq

(5.2)

Therefore, by analysing the slope of the magnetic field dependent logarithmic term we

can extract τq for all measured densities and temperatures. In combination with the

transport lifetime τt we can then further extract the dingle ratio as described in the

main text.
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Figure 5.6: TiN data at high fields Longitudinal resistivity ρxx (blue) and trans-
verse Hall resistance Rxy (black) of the sample measured with a TiN top gate at 500 mK.
Both the not well developed zeroes in ρxx and the oscillating Rxy indicate multiple sub-
band occupancy.

5.10.3 TiN data at high fields

In comparison to the reported data in Fig.5.2a, TiN does not show well developed zeroes

in the longitudinal resistivity ρxx at high magnetic fields at a temperature of 500 mK

(see Fig.5.7), as expected for a much lower mobility. Further, the transversal Hall

resistance Rxy shows oscillating features instead of the expected Hall plateaus. This

could be due to multiple subbands contributing to the overall transport or with the

increased density of background charges due to the above mentioned oxygen scavenging.

5.10.4 Strain simulations

We quantify the stain induced in the 2DEG due to the different thermal expansion

coefficients of both gate materials. The strain was simulated using a commercially

available software [215]. The silicon was simulated isotropically. The temperature

dependence of the CTE for PolySi up to room temperature is assumed to be linear

because there is no reported data above 200 K [144]. Further, we neglect the intrinsic

strain induced during the fabrication process, which is beyond the scope of this work.

Thermal contraction is considered from room temperature down to the cryogenic mea-
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Figure 5.7: Gate material strain simulations (a) Schematic of the Hall bar used
for the strain simulation. The strain in the channel was calculated using sprocess in
the region indicated by the dashed white line. (b, c) The strain in the channel for
the PolySi and TiN respectively. The model uses literature values for the thermal
expansion coefficient for both materials.

surement temperatures. All simulations were performed in three dimensions and the

components of strain εx, εy, εz are calculated 5 nm below the oxide due to the finite

extension of the wavefunction. As shown in Fig.5.7b and c, there is a large difference

in strain between TiN and PolySi. While TiN induces strain up to 2.4 × 10−4 , PolySi

induces significantly less strain of approximately only 0.28 × 10−4 .
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis has put a strong focus on two of the most promising materials for quantum

computing applications − graphene and silicon. Both materials have been investigated

thoroughly and have shown fascinating physics when it comes to adding insights into

quantum phenomena.

Chapter 3 has discussed the effects of a remote hydrogen plasma on both graphite and

graphene surfaces. The plasma creates hydrogen ions as well as radicals and with the

sample being placed at a certain distance to the glowing region, anisotropic etching

occurs. The switch from isotropic to anisotropic etching happens because of the re-

combination of hydrogen ions to hydrogen molecules, leaving only hydrogen radicals

as reactive species in the reaction chamber above the investigated samples. One of

the key characteristics of etching with a remote hydrogen plasma is that the edges

have zigzag termination, which can be used for spintronic or spin-filtering applica-

tions. Furthermore, etching only occurs at pre-existing defects in the graphene lattice,

for example vacancies or non-carbon atoms, which can be used for graphene nanon-

ribbon fabrication. The latter can be accomplished by defining holes with electron

beam lithography and subsequent etching of the graphene sheet with an argon plasma.

By exposing the created holes to a remote hydrogen plasma, the etch pits become

anisotropic and nanoribbons can be found between two neighbouring holes. Using this

method, a smooth transition from nanoribbon to bulk graphene can be achieved and

allows for high quality ohmic contacts to the bulk graphene which is beneficial for hole

or electron transport studies.

This finding indicates that ZZ-GNRs can be fabricated using a remote hydrogen plasma.

However, studies have found that the edge quality is not as crystalline as it needs to be

in order to show the desired effects. Therefore, the focus of future experiments should

lay on the etch process itself to understand the reaction on an atomic level. This could

lead to new insights and an improvement of the edge quality by finding a more suitable
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range of pressure and temperature where the process is even more anisotropic. Further,

hBN has an influence on the etching process due to the small lattice mismatch. The

associated Moiré pattern influences the electronic structure of graphene which might

change the etching process leading to a poorer edge quality. Therefore, studies that

focus on the angle mismatch between graphene and hBN might allow new insights into

the etching process.

Switching from a remote hydrogen plasma to a remote nitrogen plasma is supposed to

change the termination of the induced anisotropic etch pits in graphene and graphite.

In chapter 4, we used a microwave generator in order to ignite a remote nitrogen plasma

and then investigated the effects on graphite surfaces. Even though all the possible

parameters have been explored to their fullest extent, we were not able to induce

anisotropic etching in our samples. Potential reasons for this might be either the too

short distance to the plasma, not enough microwave power to create nitrogen radicals,

a too fast nitrogen gas flow over the sample or the recombination of the desired species

happening too early. Further investigations into the observed parameters might result

in anisotropic etching.

As soon as both etching techniques have been optimised, high quality AC- and ZZ-

GNRs can be fabricated using the above mentioned methods. This will then allow

future research to focus on specific effects such as the helical gap and Majorana fermions

in AC-GNRs as well as magnetic ordering and spin-filtering devices with ZZ-GNRs.

Turning to silicon, another candidate for future quantum computing applications, al-

lowed us to investigate mobility limiting factors in SiMOSFETs in chapter 5. These

samples have been fabricated using a full CMOS process which will allow for an easy

scaling as soon as quantum dots have been demonstrated to host the desired effects

used in quantum computing schemes. This paper laid the groundwork for future quan-

tum dot research by extracting the density, peak mobility and percolation density of

a SiMOSFET with a PolySi top gate, finding a record mobility for devices with sub

10 nm oxide thickness of 17.5 × 103 cm2/Vs at a relatively low density. In combination
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with further key parameters such as the background charge density, the rms height of

the interface roughness and the correlation length, this indicates a clean and smooth

interface between silicon and its oxide which is advantageous for scaling as the dot-

to-dot variance becomes rather small. Further, we showed that the top-gate material

itself has a large influence on the mobility via the induced strain and oxygen scaveng-

ing. This is crucial when the conducting layer is as close to the surface on which the

top gate lies as it is in our configuration. This means that when designing devices for

quantum computing, the influence of the materials used is of paramount importance

for the successful fabrication of a high quality quantum computing devices.

Using the knowledge gained in the above mentioned experiments, mobility optimised

devices can be fabricated using the same CMOS process. A first step will be to produce

a single quantum dot where the spins of the trapped electrons can be manipulated using

various techniques. A second step will be to demonstrate double quantum dot physics

such as bias triangles and Pauli spin blockade with these devices. Doing this, the

material of the top gates will have a large influence on the quality and responsiveness

of the qubit. Therefore, finding the ideal material for any given purpose is no easy

task.
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2.1 Schematic of chemical bonds and lattice schematic of graphene.
(a) The s- and two p- orbitals of carbon can undergo hybridisation,
forming sp2 hybridised orbitals (green) which can form σ-bonds with
other sp2 hybridised orbitals of another atom. (b) The remaining p-
orbital (blue) can then form covalent π-bonds, resulting in a double
bond. The π-bond network in graphene is the main contributor to the
electronic transport. (c) The graphene lattice consists of a unit cell
with two carbon atoms (yellow and blue) with the corresponding lattice
vectors a1 and a2 and the three nearest-neighbour vectors δ1,2,3. (d) The
resulting reciprocal lattice schematic with the reciprocal unit vectors b1,2
shows the important symmetry points Γ and M , as well as K and K ′,
the valleys of graphene. Figures (a) and (b) adapted from ref [43], (c)
and (d) adapted from [42]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

2.2 Band structure of graphene. (a) The energy surface of a graphene
ring which shows that the minima of the conduction band lie at the
K and K ′ points. The zoom-in highlights the linear dispersion relation
around these highly symmetric points and shows that the approximation
is only viable close to the Dirac point. (b) In the dispersion relation it
becomes apparent that the σ-bonds have a band gap, whereas the π-
bonds do overlap at the K and K ′ points which allows for conductance
at the Fermi energy (shown as a dashed line at 0 energy. Figure (a)
adapted from [42] and (b) adapted from [44]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

2.3 Schematic of different edge terminations and band structure
of nanoribbons. (a) Schematic of a graphene honeycomb lattice indi-
cating different edge terminations. The two distinct edge terminations
armchair and zigzag stem from the lattice structure cut at specific an-
gles, whereas the random direction is everything in between and shows
no special features in electronic transport measurements. (b) and (c)
Electronic dispersion of an armchair (b)) and a zigzag (c)) nanoribbon.
The zoom-ins reveal a key difference in that zigzag nanoribbons have a
zero energy ground state, therefore are metallic. If an armchair nanorib-
bons is metallic or semiconducting depends on the exact width of the
nanoribbon. Depicted here is a semiconducting case. Figures (b) and
(c) adapted from [42]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
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2.4 Bottom up approaches. (a) and (b) Chemical synthesis of graphene
nanoribbons is achieved by using the respective precursors to form either
armchair (a) or zigzag (b) nanoribbons. The resulting GNRs are well
defined in width and can reach several 100 nm in length. The synthesis is
on a gold surface, therefore contacting the GNRs is only possible after a
transfer onto an isolating substrate. (c) and (d) Sublimation of an etched
SiC substrate leads to Si evaporating of a trench facet leaving carbon
on the surface which form a graphene layer. The width of the GNR is
defined by the trench facet, allowing deliberate fabrication. However,
the edge quality has not been further investigated. Figure (a) adapted
from [57], (b) adapted from [56] and (c) adapted from [58]. . . . . . . . 13

2.5 Top down approaches. (a) Top down approaches include the etch-
ing of graphene with an Ar plasma. Graphene is covered with a resist
and after electron beam lithography, a mask of PMMA remains on the
graphene. The unprotected areas are afterwards removed via an Ar
plasma, resulting in GNRs with extremely rough edges and usually in
a random crystal direction. (b) and (c) Unzipping carbon nanotubes is
another way of achieving GNRs with rather smooth edges, but neither
pure AC or ZZ termination. (d) Using a polymer as an intermediate
substrate to create complexes containing nanoribbons results in GNRs
with widths below 10 nm. All process involve many different chemicals
leaving residues on the GNRs which impacts their electronic properties
in a negative way. Figures (b) and (c) adapted from [61] and (d) adapted
from [62]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

2.6 Possible etching mechanism. (a) - (c) In stage one, hydrogenation
of pre-existing defects or zigzag edges weaken the C-C bonds of the
lattice. (d) - (i) Due to the stress of sp2 to sp3 hybridised carbon atoms,
a breakage of the second row of carbon atoms occurs, leaving dangling
carbon chains. j) - n). Sputtering of the carbon chains via H radicals
results in the removal of the chains, resulting in a newly formed zigzag
edge. (o) Another approach of explaining H-Plasma etching is via the
reaction of H radicals with a C-C double bond via intermediate unpaired
electrons. This process does not depend on the crystal direction and thus
cannot explain the isotropic etching capability of a H plasma. Figures
(a)-(n) adapted from [77], (o) adapted from [78]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

2.7 Raman spectrum of graphite and graphene. (a) Typical Raman
spectrum expected from single layer graphene. (b) Detailed zoom-in of
the 2D-peak for single layer graphene (SLG), bilayer graphene (BLG)
and grapite. The shape of the 2D peak gives information due to the
multiple scattering processes possible for the 2D peak depending on
the amount of layers present. (c) Detailed schematics of the scattering
processes leading to the Raman peaks for graphene. The G-peak is due
to photon absorption and emission at the Γ-point, whereas both the
2D- and D-peak involve a momentum transfer via a phonon and defects.
Figure adapted from [88]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
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2.8 Fabrication steps of an encapsulated graphene sample. (a)
Graphene is exfoliated using the scotch tape method onto a prepared
polymer stack on a Si/SiO2 wafer. The chip is put in water which dis-
solves the water soluble layer in the polymer stack. The graphene on
the PMMA layer floats on top of the water and is picked up with a glass
slide. Subsequently, the graphene is transferred onto a prepared hBN
flake. (b) The enecapsulation is done by preparing an hBN flake on a
with PPC coated wafer piece. It is spanned over a PDMS stamp and
can then be transferred on the already fabricated hBN/graphene stack.
Figure (a) adapted from [96], (b) adapted from [97]. . . . . . . . . . . . 25

2.9 Crystal structure of Si and calculated band structure. (a) The
most stable form of silicon is a diamond crystal structure, which is a
derivative of the face-centred-cubic crystal. This structure is basically
two intersecting face-centred cubic crystals shifted in all three directions
by 1/4 of the width of the unit cell. (b) The three dimensional Brillouin
zone illustrates the points and directions used in the band diagram. Of
note is mainly the ∆ direction, in which the valleys of silicon lie. (c) Cal-
culated band structure of silicon which shows the indirect band gap and
the resulting valley degeneracy of six at 0.85 k0. The zoom-in highlights
the position of the valleys and the three different bands in the valance
band, namely the heavy-hole, light-hole and split-off band. These bands
are important for hole applications in silicon. Figure adapted from [18]. 29

2.10 2-dimensional gasses in silicon structures and the resulting val-
ley splitting. (a) 2DEGs and 2DHGs can be formed in multiple ways
in silicon structures. A voltage applied to a top gate induces a charge
carrier layer either at the interface of Si and SiO2 in SiMOS or at the
interface of Si and SiGe in Si/SiGe heterostructures. (b) The resulting
2DEG or 2DHG can be formed using an additional set of gates to locally
deplete the charge carrier layer in order to form quantum dots. (c) The
resulting confinement in these structures before formation of quantum
dots is mainly in the z coordinate. This means that the energy levels
are quantized in one direction whereas the charge carriers can flow freely
in the other two directions because of the continuous energy levels. (d)
The sixfold degenerate valley energy levels are split in two dimensional
structures due to the induced strain into two groups. The two z-valleys
shift to lower energies (Γ group) whereas the x- and y-valleys shift to
higher energies (∆-group). Further splitting is achieved with local elec-
tric fields, which strongly depends on the exact atomic structure of the
sample resulting in different valley splittings for each device. Figures
adapted from [18]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
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2.11 NC, ∆, L and T dependence of the mobility in SiMOS. (a) The
density of interface charges has the most influence at low electron den-
sities in the conducting channel. A higher NC results in more scattering
events and thus in a lower mobility. (b) The rms height of the interface
roughness denoted by ∆ has a more pronounced influence on the mo-
bility in the high density regime. This comes mainly from the fact that
a higher density is directly translated to a higher electric field which
pulls the charge carriers to the interface, where the interface roughness
becomes the limiting factor. The rougher the interface is, the lower
the mobility due to increased scattering. (c) The second parameter for
interface roughness is L, the average distance between two roughness
peaks. Again, the shorter the distance between two possible scattering
events, the lower the mobility. (d) Temperature has as expected no im-
pact in the high density regime because the interface does not change
when varying the temperature. In this model, temperature variation af-
fects the low density regime, in which the mobility is limited by interface
charges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

2.12 Strain induced by different top gate materials in SiMOS. (a) Be-
cause the top gate material and silicon have different crystal structures
and lattice dimensions, strain is induced in the sample at lower tem-
peratures. Usually, the conducting channel is located far enough away
from the Si - metal interface so that the strain is relieved in the region
of the 2DEG. If the distance is now small enough for strain to have an
influence, it can even form unwanted quantum dots in the conducting
channel. (b) and (c) Calculated strain influence of two top gate materi-
als. This model calculates a five times stronger induced strain with TiN
than Si, therefore decreasing the possible peak mobility, as discussed in
chapter 5. Figure (a) adapted from [144], (b) and (c) are provided by
Fahd A. Mohiyaddin from IMEC, Belgium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

3.1 Distance dependence of graphite exposures
(a) AFM images (tapping mode) of graphite surfaces for various dis-
tances d, as labeled, all exposed to the plasma for 1 h at p = 1 mbar and
T = 400◦C, all shown on the same color scale. Main panels are 3×3 µm2,
scale bar is 1 µm, insets (dashed white boxes) are 0.25×0.25 µm2. Slight
hexagon distortion at 42 cm is an imaging artefact due to drift. See
SOM for the complete distance and pressure matrix. (b-d) Histograms
obtained from 10 × 10 µm2 scans, showing the number of holes against
hole diameter (bin size 20 nm). (e) The size of the circle markers corre-
sponds to the width of the diameter distribution. The color indicates the
number of holes, with red corresponding to large number of holes. For
samples located within the glowing plasma (red circles), a lower bound
of 300 holes and a minimum width of distribution of diameter of 600 nm
is shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
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3.2 Pressure dependence of graphite exposures
(a) AFM images (tapping mode) of graphite surfaces for various p, as
indicated, exposed for one hour at d = 52 cm and T = 400◦C, all shown
on the same color scale. All panels are 3 × 3 µm2, scale bar is 1 µm.
(b,c) Histograms from 10×10 µm2 scans, displaying the number of holes
against hole diameter (bin size 20 nm) for p as labeled. (d) Length Lg

of the optically visible plasma as a function of p. The dashed curve
is a 1/

√
p fit. (e) Number of holes versus distance from plasma edge

d − Lg. A lower bound of 300 holes is given for the heavily etched cases
where an exact hole-count was not feasible. The dashed black line is
an exponential fit to the data with < 300 holes with 1/e decay length
∼ 5 cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

3.3 Substrate dependence of SL/BL graphene (a,b) AFM phase con-
trast images of a SL (a) and BL (b) section of the same flake on a SiO2
substrate, etched for 1 h at T = 450 ℃. Round holes of 50 nm diame-
ter were defined before H-etching. AFM topography image of a SL (c)
and BL (d) flake on hBN etched for 5 h and 22 h, respectively. Holes of
200 nm (SL) and 100 nm (BL) were defined before etching. For (d) the
color scale values are divided by four. The scale bars on all images are
1 µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57

3.4 Anisotropic etch rates (a) Graphite anisotropic etch rate versus dis-
tance from plasma d − Lg for several configurations. (b) Etch rate of SL
and BL on SiO2 at indicated parameters. (c) Temperature dependence
of the etch rate of SL and BL samples on SiO2. Error bars are standard
deviations. (d) Average radius of a circle inscribed to the hexagonal etch
pits as a function of exposure time for SL on hBN. Several etch pits were
evaluated in order to obtain average size and standard deviation, where
the latter is smaller than the diameter of the marker circle. The dashed
red line is a linear fit to the points at ≤ 5 h, the blue curve is a tanh-fit
shown as a guide for the eye. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58

3.5 Setup of the plasma furnace. The quartz tube has a length of ca. 1 m
and a diameter of 80 mm (drawing not to scale). . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

3.6 Distance and pressure dependence of graphite plasma expo-
sure. AFM topography scans at all parameters investigated in Figure 1E
in the main paper. All AFM images are 2 × 2 µm2 in size. The cyan
curve marks the transition from the remote (upper right) to the direct
(lower left) plasma region. On some surfaces, particles are visible which
probably are amorphous carbon residues, either grown or deposited dur-
ing the etching process (see AFM scans for p = 0.7 mbar and d = 37 cm
or p = 1.4 mbar and d = 42 cm). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

3.7 Distance and pressure dependence of graphite plasma expo-
sure. Histograms (10 nm bin size) showing the number of holes for all
pressure and distance parameters corresponding to Figure 3.6, obtained
from 10×10 µm2 AFM scans. For AFM scans of strongly etched surfaces,
we plot 12 holes for every hole diameter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
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3.8 Number of holes (purple, left axis) and width of diameter distribution
(orange, right axis) as a function of effective distance d′ = d − Lg. . . . 66

3.9 AFM images of BL graphene on an hBN substrate time series
after 8 h, 12 h and 18 h of remote H-plasma exposure (upper panel).
AFM profiles (lower panel) taken along paths indicated in upper panel
(color coded). Averaging over the vertical range as indicated by the
finite vertical width bars in the upper panel is performed to obtain an
improved signal. These cuts demonstrate that the hBN substrate is not
etched by the H-plasma, since the graphene step height is independent
of exposure time. The center pillar appears to be growing with exposure
time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

3.10 Raman spectra and spatially resolved Raman scans of the hBN
sample in the main paper. Panel A: optical image of a graphene on
hBN sample. Panel B: Raman map of the 2D peak of the same graphene
flake before H plasma exposure. Panel C: AFM topography scan showing
the region where the Raman single spectra were taken. The scale bars in
Panel A to C are 2 µm. Panel D and E: Raman spectra of the bare hBN
flake (panel D) and bulk graphene on hBN (panel E) before (yellow),
after 3 h (blue) and after 5 h (red) of remote plasma exposure. The
Raman spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. Panel F and G: 2D
maps of the G peak (panel F) and D peak (panel G) of the flake region
shown in panel C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69

4.1 Distance and pressure dependence of etch pits in graphite due
to nitrogen plasma exposure. There are two clear trends visible.
Both the size and amount of etch pits are reduced by either increasing
the pressure or the distance to the glowing region of the plasma. This
is in agreement with the recombination rate of active nitrogen species
(ions), where the rate decreases for larger distances and higher pressure.
No hexagonal etch pits are visible because the anisotropic etching region
(remote plasma) has not been reached under all investigated conditions. 72

4.2 Power dependence of etch pits in graphite due to nitrogen
plasma exposure. The applied power to the applicator seems to have
no influence on the amount and size of the etch pits in this regime. This
can be either explained that all nitrogen bonds have already been broken
at the lowest applied power or that not enough power has been applied
to the system. Pressure applied in this series was 1.2 mbar at a distance
of 50 cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
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5.1 Density and Mobility study (a) Linear relationship between 2DEG
sheet density nS and the top gate voltage VG. Below a top gate volt-
age of ≈ 0.4 V the extracted density deviates from the expected linear
behaviour as shown in the inset. (b) Channel mobility µ measured as a
function of nS and corresponding fit to a mobility model (black) which
includes scattering from charge impurities and surface roughness. The
inset shows a SEM image of a similar device as the one used during the
experiments with the same dimensions. (c) Channel mobility µ trends
with respect to temperature at various sheet densities. The symbols co-
incide with the ones used in panel b. The dashed lines are linear fits to
the extracted mobilities and appear curved due to the logarithmic scale.
(d) Longitudinal conductivity σxx in the low density range and fit to a
percolation theory (black). A linear trend with respect to temperature
for np is observed in the inset. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79

5.2 Extended Hall studies with transport properties (a) Longitudi-
nal resistivity ρxx (blue) and transverse resistance Rxy (black) at nS =
7.1 × 1011 cm−2 as a function of magnetic field B. The arrow indicates
the magnetic field spin is resolved. (b) Linear relationship between fill-
ing factor ν (blue scatter) and inverse magnetic field. The solid line is
a fit from which the sheet density is calculated. (c) and (d) Extracted
dingle ratio τt/τq as a function of temperature T and sheet density nS,
respectively. The dingle ratio is slightly temperature and density de-
pendent and is ≈ 1, which indicates that large angle scattering is most
dominant scattering mechanism in this sample. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

5.3 Gate material study (a) The channel mobility µ with respect to sheet
density nS for PolySi (green) and TiN (violet), both at 4.2 K. The mo-
bility shows a decrease by a factor of three when changing the top gate
material from PolySi to TiN. (b) Longitudinal conductivity σxx with
respect to sheet density. The fits to percolation theory (black) show a
significant difference between the PolySi and TiN percolation densities. 84

5.4 Mobility as a function of linear density and MIT fitting
range (a) When using a linearly extrapolated (instead of the carefully
extracted) density in order to calculate the mobility of our sample
(blue), the peak mobility becomes slightly smaller than previously
demonstrated in Fig.5.1b. Additionally, we can fit the KKB theory
(black) self-consistently with the other temperature data highlighting
the importance of the density values. (b) By varying ∆ns for extracting
the percolation density np within the metal to insulator transition
(MIT) model, we determine the optimal fitting range. We chose
∆ns =3.2 × 1011 cm−2 (indicated by the red box) because the extracted
np does not change significantly while changing ∆ns. . . . . . . . . . . 88

5.5 SdH oscillations (a) We can extract the effective mass by analysing
the temperature dependent SdH oscillations at various magnetic field
values B. (b) The envelope of the SdH oscillations in the fully spin and
valley degenerate regime (< 2.5 T) we can extract the quantum lifetime
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